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Executive Summary 

The DMAMPO Ames – Des Moines I-35 Commuter Corridor Feasibility Study, commissioned by 

the Des Moines Area Metropolitan Planning Organization (DMAMPO), examines the feasibility 

of operating transit in the I-35 corridor between downtown Des Moines, Ankeny, and Ames.  

This builds upon the work of the Capital Crossroads plan and other studies that called for 

examining a potential commuter-orientated transit service in this corridor. 

While the Des Moines Area Regional Transit Authority (DART) operated Route 98 Ankeny 

Express does connect Ankeny with downtown Des Moines, there is currently no transit linking 

the economic and education centers between Ames and Des Moines, or Ames and Ankeny.  

This prevents persons without a car from taking advantage of educational or employment 

opportunities throughout the corridor.  Other benefits from transit can include mobility benefits, 

cost savings from lowered vehicle ownership and parking costs, and benefits derived from more 

efficient land use.  Before these benefits are realized, the transit concept best fitting the needs 

of residents in the corridor must be chosen.  

Olsson Associates, along with LT Leon Associates, Inc., examined existing travel markets along 

the corridor, ridership potential generated by these markets, transit strategies to address those 

markets, associated capital and operations costs, and supportive land uses. 

Using data from major employers, and the U.S. Census, major movements were identified along 

the corridor.  The Des Moines – Ankeny segment experiences the highest amount of commuter 

and student flow.  There is also a flow of Ames residents studying in Ankeny and Ames 

residents working in Des Moines.  The combined flow of students and commuters from Ames 

south to Ankeny or Des Moines is approximately half the flow of the movement between Ankeny 

and Des Moines.  These major movements are summarized in the table below. 

 

Table 1 Commuter and Student Movement throughout the I-35 Corridor 

 Commuter Trips Student Trips 

 Direction Commuters Direction Students 

1 Ankeny to Des Moines 7,844 
Des Moines to  
DMACC- Ankeny 

3,249 

2 
*Ankeny to  
Downtown Des Moines 

4,720 
Ames to  
DMACC-Ankeny 

1,096 

3 
Ankeny to  
West Des Moines 

2,231 
West Des Moines to  
DMACC-Ankeny 

841 

4 Des Moines to Ankeny 3,246 
Urbandale to  
DMACC-Ankeny 

689 

5 Ames to Des Moines 1,474 
Des Moines to  
DMACC-West 

552 

Source: U.S. Census Bureau OnTheMap LEHD Origin-Destination Statistics. (*) Census 
Transportation Planning Products CTPP.  Iowa State University. Des Moines Area Community 
College. 
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Based on these movements, potential transit modes include express bus, traditional fixed route, 

flex route, point deviated, deviated fixed route, and expansion of ridesharing options.  After 

studying several levels of service and the estimated ridership from those investments in transit, 

a strategy was recommended to include commuter express bus service along the I-35 corridor 

during the weekday peak period to serve the commuter market.  In addition, a mid-day deviated 

fixed route could serve to meet some of the demand for non-work related trips and provide 

some access to public transit for rural areas between Ames and Ankeny.   

This concept recommends service levels for the express bus between Ames, Ankeny and Des 

Moines to provide service on a 30-minute frequency Monday through Friday during the four-

hour morning and evening peak periods, operating on I-35.  A mid-day deviated fixed route bus 

service, operating on US 69, would also provide service, but on a 60-minute frequency Monday 

through Friday during the four hour off-peak period. In addition to the express and flexible bus 

service, ridesharing should be used as part of an overall corridor transportation alternatives 

strategy to provide transportation options for movements not directly served by the I-35 corridor 

service, such as between West Des Moines and Ames.   

Although ridesharing programs can be structured so that most of the costs are covered by 

riders, fixed route options must be subsidized because of a lower cost recovery.  The estimated 

annual operating cost for the express service will be approximately $1.2 million with an initial 

capital investment of $4.1 million, including the purchase of vehicles.  The deviated fixed route 

amounts to a $204,000 annual operating cost and an initial $295,000 capital investment.  These 

costs are approximate, and there may be opportunities to adjust capital costs to better suit 

funding levels.  This mid-day connection to rural areas makes the service eligible for Federal 

Transit Administration Section 5311 (f) Intercity Bus assistance program funding.  The project 

may be funded through a variety of sources – federal, state, local sources, as well as user fees.  

Appropriating local funding will be the primary funding constraint, as local governments or 

agencies will have to raise additional revenue, or reallocate existing service. 

As available funding for transit becomes more limited, site development decisions can be made 

to help make the most of future investments in transit.  Those areas with a higher land use 

density, greater diversity of uses, and higher density of employees or residents have greater 

opportunities to use transit than those areas with more dispersed land use characteristics.  New 

and existing businesses in the region may consider these development strategies to help in both 

attracting and maintaining a talented workforce. 

Existing development patterns for the I-35 corridor have areas of higher land use density, but 

major employment and residential areas are often sprawled.  Future plans called for higher 

density uses in some identified areas, but there was also a desire to sustain the “small town” 

quality that much of the corridor exudes.  While it is important to preserve the characteristics of 

a given neighborhood or city, it is also important to look at the changing needs of the corridor’s 

growing population.  By implementing transit supportive development practices in a way that fits 

the scale of a Midwest community, the environment can not only be more supportive of future 

transit investment but also sustain the culture of the corridor. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

 Purpose of the Study 

The purpose of the project is to examine the feasibility of transit operating in the I-35 corridor in 

Iowa between downtown Des Moines, Ankeny, and Ames. In order to assess feasibility, this 

study examines existing travel markets along the corridor and the ridership potential generated 

by these markets. It also identifies transit strategies to address those markets, associated 

capital and operations costs, and identified supportive land uses. The Des Moines Area 

Metropolitan Planning Organization (DMAMPO) has led this project, with participation from 

Ames Area Metropolitan Planning Organization (AAMPO), Iowa Department of Transportation 

(IDOT), the city of Ankeny, the city of Ames, the Des Moines Downtown Community Alliance, 

CyRide, Heart of Iowa Regional 

Transit Agency (HIRTA), and 

the Des Moines Area Regional 

Transit Authority (DART). 

This study is preceded by the 

Capital Crossroads plan. This 

regional plan discussed 

greater regional planning that 

would encompass both Des 

Moines and Ames to create a 

more cohesive opportunity for 

economic growth. As part of 

the Capital Crossroads plan 

and other studies, commuter-

orientated transit service 

connecting Des Moines, 

Ankeny, and Ames was 

identified as a project to be 

examined for potential service 

feasibility. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1 Study Area 
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Study Team Organization 

Olsson Associates is completing this project under contract to the DMAMPO. The project was 

guided by a stakeholder team comprised of DART, HIRTA, CyRide, AAMPO, IDOT, the city of 

Ankeny, the city of Ames, the city of Des Moines, and the Des Moines Downtown Community 

Alliance. The stakeholder team provided input on transit recommendations and coordination 

between communities, employer interests, major universities, and local transit systems. 

 Study Area 

The primary study area is the I-35 corridor between Des Moines and Ames, although the project 

also considered travel movement outside this immediate corridor to include data and information 

for the communities adjacent to the corridor including Ankeny, Alleman, Huxley, Cambridge, and 

Elkhart. In addition, information has been obtained from West Des Moines and Urbandale, 

outside the study area, to investigate possible traveler interactions with communities and major 

attractions inside the corridor. The study area is shown in Figure 1. 

 Existing Transit Service 

Des Moines Area Regional Transit 

DART serves 19 cities in and around Polk County. DART 

has a number of routes and services that were considered 

when evaluating the I-35 corridor.  

Route 98 Ankeny Express runs from downtown Des Moines 

to three Ankeny Park & Ride locations: Mercy North, 

Hawkeye Park, and Des Moines Area Community College 

(DMACC) Lot L Park & Rides. Buses run from roughly 7:00 

a.m. – 7:00 p.m. and every half hour during morning and 

evening commutes but only every one and a half hours 

during the middle of the day. Express Routes cost $2 per 

person one way. Alignment for Route 98 is shown in Figure 

2. The DART Central Station is shown in Figure 3. 

Figure 2 Route 98 Ankeny Express 

Figure 3 DART Central Station 
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The D-line shuttle runs every ten minutes on Locust Street and Grand Avenue in downtown Des 

Moines from the State Capitol to Central Campus on a loop. It runs from 6:30 a.m. – 6:00 p.m. 

and serves as a convenient way for private and state employees to move about downtown and 

the East Village. This shuttle service is free.  Figure 4 shows the east/west route alignment. 

The Link Shuttle can be picked up at the Center Street Park and Ride at 7th and Center streets 

in Des Moines and runs through downtown Des Moines on a loop every 15 minutes. This shuttle 

service is free.  Figure 5 shows the route’s alignment. 

Local Route 8 runs weekdays from DART Central Station, seen in Figure 6, to the Des Moines 

International Airport. The route runs for two hours on weekday mornings and two hours on 

weekday evenings. The route serves several stops between the major destinations. Local 

routes cost $1.75 per person one way.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4 DART D-Line Map 

Figure 5 DART Link Shuttle Map Figure 6 DART Route 8 Map 
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CyRide 

CyRide is operated by the city of Ames, Iowa State University (ISU), and the ISU’s Government 

of the Student Body. University students must only show their student IDs to ride the CyRide 

buses as a CyRide charge has been included in their student fees. Individuals pay $1.25 for 

each trip. CyRide has a number of routes and services that were considered when evaluating 

the I-35 corridor. A primary service feature is the Ann Campbell Transit Station, which is a 

CyRide Park & Ride facility, mainly used during the semester by university students who 

commute to Ames and ride a bus into campus. Use of this facility enables a rider to have access 

to much of the ISU campus.  

 A second service feature is the Ames 

Intermodal Facility, which was funded by a 

federal Transportation Investment 

Generating Economic Recovery (TIGER) 

grant and is run by the city of Ames, 

CyRide, and ISU. It is a multilevel Park & 

Ride facility with nearly 400 parking stalls, 

and it services private bus lines from Ames 

to Des Moines including Executive 

Express, Jefferson Lines, and Burlington 

Trailways. Funding has been sought to 

complete another phase of the project, 

which would allow CyRide to make a stop 

at the facility. 

Heart of Iowa Regional Transit Agency 

HIRTA operates as the public transit service provider for Boone, Dallas, Jasper, Madison, 

Marion, Story, and Warren counties. HIRTA provides direct services for Jasper, Marion, and 

Story counties. The HIRTA services for the remaining four counties are contracted out to local 

providers. A rider must call the central office, preferably 24 hours in advance, to schedule a 

pick-up time. The driver will then meet the rider at the pick-up time. 

Story County HIRTA operates buses during daytime hours seven days a week. Everyone is able 

to take advantage of the services offered by HIRTA, including elderly people and those with 

disabilities. Transportation within Ames is $4 

round trip per person. Trips taken within the 

county are $8 round trip per person.  

If a passenger wishes to travel outside of the 

county, the fee is $25 per hour. However, 

Boone County HIRTA provides a trip that 

runs through Ames to and from Des Moines 

on Tuesdays and Thursdays for $10. 

Figure 8 HIRTA Bus 

Figure 7 CyRide Bus 
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Vanpools and Carpools 

DART also offers carpooling and vanpooling networking capability. Vanpooling service provides 

vans for groups of 5 – 15 passengers who meet at a specified location, ride to work, and return 

together after work. Riders pay a monthly fee and drivers drive for free. The drivers also have a 

limited number of personal miles they can put on the van. Currently, 11 DART vanpools from 

Ames to Des Moines serve 93 people. An additional two vanpools from Des Moines to Ames 

are in development. One vanpool will serve the area near IDOT, and the other vanpool will 

travel to the area near major employers like the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA), 

Danfoss, 3M, and Hach. Drivers must pass an orientation class, drug screen, physical exam, 

and Motor Vehicle Record check. Customers can sign up through the DART website. Monthly 

fares range from $84 to $96 for trips from Ames to Des Moines, depending on the number of 

riders.  

People can also sign up on the DART website for a carpool, in which customers meet at a 

specified location and simply drive one of the customer’s personal vehicles. The only service 

DART provides for this program is a network where customers can connect with one another 

and coordinate rides. These services are primarily for customers to commute to and from their 

places of employment.  

ISU employees can drive an ISU vehicle in a vanpool in order to commute to the campus from 

out of town. At the beginning of the fall 2013 semester, ISU advertised six vanpools. Half of the 

vanpools were from Des Moines and Ankeny. Monthly costs ranged from $75 to $90 per person. 

ISU also offers a secure network for students, faculty, and staff to communicate about 

carpooling and ridesharing. Participants must have a University Identification Number and 

password to access the system. The service is sponsored by the Government of the Student 

Body (GSB) which is not liable for any complications once users are connected. Individuals 

work out driving relationships on their own and use their own vehicles. The service is free and 

provides a way for users to connect. 

Executive Express 

Executive Express is a privately owned shuttle service that provides transportation to the Des 

Moines International Airport from more than 25 locations in Iowa. There is a shuttle that runs 

daily from Ames to the Des Moines Airport. The shuttles run about hourly except from 1:00 a.m. 

– 4:00 a.m. Riders can park and meet the shuttle at the Ames Intermodal Facility or the Holiday 

Inn Express & Suites. Round trip costs range from $30 to $50, depending on the number of 

riders in the party. 

Jefferson Lines 

Jefferson Lines serves 13 states from Texas to Minnesota and Wisconsin to Wyoming, and 

focuses on the interstate and interregional markets. Three of the buses that travel through the 

corridor, for example, operate daily between Minneapolis and Kansas City.  
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The 801 leaves Ames at 10:00 p.m. and arrives in Des Moines at 10:45 p.m. The 803 leaves 

Ames at 5:00 p.m. and arrives in Des Moines at 5:45 p.m. The 805 departs from Clear Lake at 

2:10 a.m. and reaches Des Moines at 4:00 a.m. These routes run daily.  

The return bus schedule is as follows. The 802 leaves Des Moines at 11:30 p.m. and arrives in 

Ames at 12:10 a.m. The 804 leaves Des Moines at 11:40 a.m. and reaches Ames at 12:20 p.m. 

And the 806 takes off from Des Moines at 5:45 a.m., arriving in Ames at 6:25 a.m. These routes 

also run daily. Round trip costs are $26 per person. 

Burlington Trailways 

Burlington Trailways serves Iowa, Illinois, Indiana, Colorado, Nebraska, and Missouri. In the I-35 

corridor, Burlington Trailways has buses that run daily back and forth between Ames and Des 

Moines. Buses leave the Ames Intermodal Facility at 5:00 p.m. and arrive in Des Moines at 

Keosauqua Way at 5:45 p.m. Return trips run from Des Moines at 9:10 a.m. to Ames at 10:00 

a.m. Round trip costs from Des Moines to Ames are $32 per person. 

Amtrak Thruway Service 

Amtrak ran a temporary bus route at the end of the 2013 ISU fall semester and at the beginning 

of the 2014 spring semester. The bus departed from the Ames Intermodal Facility and made a 

stop in Des Moines before continuing to the Osceola train station. Trains then traveled to either 

Chicago or Denver. The bus ran once in the morning and once in the evening on a round trip 

each time. The combined fare from Ames to Chicago was $61, and the fare from Ames to 

Denver was $98. Both costs were one-way costs. Amtrak has not made any decision to 

continue or discontinue similar services in the future. 

Greyhound and Megabus 

No Greyhound bus service runs through the corridor. Through the Greyhound website, they 

offer services to riders from Ames and Des Moines via the previously mentioned bus providers. 

No Megabus service runs through the corridor. Megabus has a stop in Des Moines, but routes 

only run east and west on I-80 from Omaha to Chicago. Another route runs from Chicago to 

Minneapolis by way of Madison, Wisconsin. 

 

 Previous Planning Studies 

Ames Area MPO 2014 Final Passenger Transportation Plan 

“The Ames Passenger Transportation Plan (PTP) is an effort of providing key community 

decision makers with the knowledge of how individuals are currently being transported 

throughout Ames, the additional transportation needs and service requests identified, and 

recommended projects to overcome these needs” (p. 1). 
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As part of the recommended projects for the next four years, 2014 – 2017, the need to address 

increased commuter travel through viable transit options along the I-35 corridor between Ames 

and Des Moines was identified in public meetings in Ames, Ankeny, and Des Moines. While the 

city of Ames currently has no coordinated vanpool program, this was identified as a need for the 

community within CyRide public meetings as well as through the PTP committee process. A 

small vanpool program operated by ISU’s transportation department is intended to be expanded 

to the entire Ames community. Furthermore, the PTP states, “A community program would be 

eligible for funding through the [Iowa Clean Air Attainment Program] ICAAP state program to 

reduce emissions from those commuting into the Ames area. This project would fund the 

operation, staff and purchase of 10 vans for commuting purposes. This project would not likely 

occur if federal funding was not found from the ICAAP source” (p. 30-31). This interest in 

creating a vanpool program could be used in coordination with efforts to identify potential 

commuter options for those wanting to commute to Ames. 

 

Ames Area MPO 2035 Long 

Range Transportation Plan 

This long-range plan identifies 

future transportation investments in 

the Ames area. Included in the list 

of transit issues identified by the 

public during public input sessions 

was the need for Park & Ride lots 

to Des Moines and formalized 

transit service to Des Moines. 

Along with the future transportation projects are other transportation strategies that could be 

implemented based around travel demand management and intelligent transportation system 

measures. These strategies could have significant effects on the potential demand for 

commuter service from/to Ames. 

One strategy introduced creating a city-wide Trip Reduction Ordinance (TRO). TRO 

characteristics discussed in the plan included: 

• An employee trip reduction goal 

• Employee transportation coordinator(s) 

• Requiring support of carpooling and vanpooling, such as on-site parking places located 

in preferred locations and for exclusive use for carpoolers or vanpoolers 

 

Another strategy included creating a Transportation Management Association (TMA). This 

would be a public/private partnership formed so employers, developers, building owners, and 

government entities could work collectively to establish policies, programs, and services to 

Figure 9 CyRide Articulated Buses 
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address local transportation problems. TMA programs traditionally include those that are cost 

effective and that provide the maximum benefit to the member, including: 

• Guaranteed ride home program 

• Personalized carpool matching 

• Vanpool creation 

• Transit pass subsidy program 

• Employee commute programs 

• Seasonal promotional programs such 

as Bike to Work week or try Transit 

week 

• Car share program 

• City-wide bicycle sharing program 

 

 

 

 

The TMA may also encourage other Transportation Demand Management (TDM) measures 

such as: 

• Flextime  

• Compressed workweek  

• Staggered shifts 

 

Capital Crossroads: A Vision Forward 

Capital Crossroads is a strategic plan for the greater Des Moines and central Iowa region, and it 

included input from ISU, DMAMPO, and Greater Des Moines Partnership, among others. 

Capital Crossroads stated a goal to continue development of downtown neighborhoods. To 

support that place making, DART’s transit hub was identified as a 

“lynchpin of a potential Downtown transit district” along with 

enhanced multimodal connectivity through transit planning, 

streetscaping, and bike/pedestrian infrastructure (p. 16). In 

addition, the plan discusses the need to promote and coordinate 

growth in the corridor between Des Moines and Ames (p. 30). This 

includes creating an “Ames-Des Moines Corridor Marketing 

Group” and determining how to brand and externally market 

development along the corridor, focused on animal health, place 

sciences, biofuels, food, and nutrition (p. 32). An additional 

strategy is to fund and produce a conceptual capital corridor 

development plan that includes a conceptual land use plan to 

Figure 10 CyRide Bus Stop Shelter 

“(DART’s)…improved 

connectivity between Des 

Moines and its suburbs, 

workers to jobs, adults to 

training…and eventually, Des 

Moines to Ames is important 

to the region’s future.”  

Capital Crossroads, section 

8.1.1. p. 70 
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determine where densities would make the most sense, and where to prioritize infrastructure 

investments. This conceptual land use plan could help public and private developers “optimize I-

35 development according to smart growth and sustainable principles” (p. 34). 

Another strategy in the Capital Crossroads plan is to “Plan for One Region” (p. 68), which 

speaks of eventually combining the Ames MPO and Des Moines MPO into one statistical entity 

as population continually experiences high growth rates in both Des Moines and Ames. As part 

of this, the plan has a sub-strategy to “Ensure the Des Moines Area Regional Transit Authority 

(DART) effectively serves its current constituencies as it prepares for future geographic 

expansion, improved connectivity between Des Moines and its suburbs, workers to jobs, adults 

to training…and eventually, Des Moines to Ames is important to the region’s future” (p. 69-70).  

Addressing movement between 

Ames and Des Moines is called 

out in section 8.3.5, which 

identifies the need to “study the 

development of Fixed-Rail or 

Bus-Rapid-Transit connectivity 

between Ames and Des 

Moines.” The strategy noted, “A 

high-capacity transit link would 

help ease congestion 

pressures for drivers as the 

Corridor develops and 

densifies” (p.75). 

DMAMPO Horizon 2035 

Metropolitan 

Transportation Plan 

The DMAMPO Horizon 2035 Metropolitan Transportation Plan forecasts increased traffic along 

the Ames-Des Moines I-35 corridor, reaching more than 30,000 daily vehicles by 2035 along the 

entire corridor (p.3-40). 

This plan includes objectives to reduce annual vehicle miles traveled, promote the use of 

alternative means of transportation, and reduce single-occupant vehicles by 10 percent over 

2008 levels on the freeway during peak hours. Objective 3.3 in the plan aims to improve existing 

transit system performance, which includes triple-transit ridership from 2008 levels and double-

transit and rideshare mode shares during peak hours 

Mentioned in the DMAMPO transportation plan is the Transit 2030 Vision. This vision stated 

that, in 2030, the Metropolitan Planning Area (MPA) will move on a world-class transportation 

system that, among other goals, innovates and leads in providing regional and multimodal 

mobility solutions in a cost-efficient and cost-effective manner. This goal specifically supports 

developing additional commuter options this feasibility study is focused on. 

Figure 11 Excerpt from Capital Crossroads 
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DART is the principal public transportation provider in the MPA and plans capital and 

operational improvements to maintain and to enhance its service. Capital improvements for 

public transportation can include replacement and/or expansion of existing fleets; construction 

of public transportation facilities and stations; development of exclusive transit lanes; 

improvements to existing, or construction of new, tracks for fixed guideway public transportation 

systems; development of public transportation amenities such as shelters; and addition of 

miscellaneous support equipment.  

Operating improvements can include expanding operating hours and increasing service 

frequency. This section discusses DART’s capital and operating strategies identified for the 

MPA. DART developed a summary of capital and operating improvements necessary to meet 

the 2035 Metropolitan Transportation Plan’s public transportation-related goals and objectives. 

Most of the identified improvements require additional funding in excess of what DART usually 

receives. These illustrative projects can be viewed in Table 2. 

Table 2 DART Illustrative Projects: HY 2011 - 2035 

Description 
Capital 
Cost 

($000s) 

Operating 
Cost ($000s) 

Total Cost 
($000s) 

DART Illustrative Projects: HY 2011 – 2015 

Implement Bus Rapid Transit   to Ankeny $9,730  $970  $10,700  

Increase Park & Ride space $490  $60  $550  

Construct 4 new Park & Ride facilities $18,250 $60  $18,310  

DART Illustrative Projects: HY 2016 – 2025 

Ongoing operations for Ankeny BRT $0  $12,810  $12,810  

Ongoing maintenance for Park & Ride 
spaces 

$0  $160  $160  

Ongoing operations for increased express 
frequency 

$0  $12,010  $12,010  

Triple transit ridership/double modeshare/ 
reduce wait time 

$0  $4,000  $4,000  

Double ridershare $5,760  $0  $5,760  

DART Illustrative Projects: HY 2026 – 2035 

Ongoing operations for Ankeny BRT $0  $18,960  $18,960  

Ongoing maintenance for Park & Ride 
spaces 

$0  $240  $240  

Ongoing operations for increased express 
frequency 

$4,740  $17,770  $22,510  

Ongoing operations/maintenance on Park & 
Ride facilities 

$0  $1,180  $1,180  

Triple transit ridership/double 
modeshare/reduce wait time 

$0  $59,250  $59,250  

Double rideshare $4,720  $0  $4,720  
 
Source: DMAMPO Horizon 2035 Metropolitan Transportation Plan. Selections from Tables 6.13 – 6.15. 
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DART Forward 2035 Transit  

Services Plan (Executive Summary) 

In DART’s Transit Services Plan, the 

market assessment and guiding principles 

outline specific improvements that would 

potentially endorse similar commuting 

movements detailed in this report. DART’s 

intentions to expand their market include 

claims like “a source of potential ridership 

demand exists in commute related demand 

to key employment centers in the region. 

Addressing specific ridership potential in 

DART’s service area will require market-

tailored transit solutions” (p. 1.4).  The plan 

went further in introducing particular 

expansions including, “expanding express 

network with opportunities for reverse 

commute travel” (p. 1.7).   

Specific recommendations were finally 

spread along the planning window ending 

in 2035. Transit route configurations 

included in this study are detailed  

in Figure 12 and Figure 13. 

 

Ankeny Comprehensive Plan 2010, 

Chapter 7 Transportation 

Following the completion of Ankeny’s 2004 

comprehensive plan, the city experienced 

the highest growth year of all the 

municipalities within the Des Moines metro. 

This rapid growth made updating the plan 

an even more pressing issue. 

 

In the comprehensive plan’s transportation chapter, the city routinely speaks to improving the 

transportation network based on context-sensitive design. This process considers adjacent land 

uses, intensity of development, and multiple modes of travel as a high priority in street network 

design. These values in turn promote walkable communities and multimodal transportation, 

allowing for principals such as, “System-wide capacity should be achieved using high levels of 

connectivity and appropriately spaced and sized thoroughfares, along with capacity offered by 

Figure 12 Year One Phasing Recommendations 

Source: DART Forward 2035 Transit Services Plan 

Source: DART Forward 2035 Transit Services Plan 

Figure 13 Long-Term Recommendations 
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other modes of transit, rather than by focusing on increasing the capacity of an individual street” 

(p. 146). 

Part of Ankeny’s interest in promoting a new multimodal mobility network consists of developing 

mass transit opportunities. While “existing land uses do not support widespread use of mass 

transit,” an “incremental approach will be necessary to develop a locally based system of transit 

with regular service throughout the community” (p.153). Plans detailing this incremental 

approach to improving transit access in the future include:  

• Developing a shared system to serve the needs of the city and the school district, which 
would reduce the need to bus neighborhood school children and would also provide 
opportunities to develop regular community service routes for the public during off-peak 
hours    
 

• Developing some type of local shuttle or loop system as demand increases, which might 
connect the N. 36th Street corridor to Ankeny Boulevard, Uptown, Prairie Trail, SE 
Delaware, or to other commercial areas or areas of employment 
 

• Developing a Park & Ride or transit hub near the proposed interchange at I-35 and N. 
36th Street as Ames, Polk City, Elkhart and other regional communities grow, which 
could also accommodate other service and connections to the regional DART system 
and downtown Des Moines 

Since this feasibility study is interested in analyzing communities around the I-35 corridor, it is 

important to consider anticipated changes along the interstate highway. In addition to the long-

term network improvements, there are plans to “improve or construct overpasses across 

Interstate 35 at SE Magazine, NE 18th Street and NE 54th Street as growth continues east of 

the interstate to better integrate neighborhoods east and west of Interstate 35 and provide 

access for emergency services” (p. 165). The future construction plans detailed above and the 

promotion of walkable communities and multimodal transportation makes the city of Ankeny an 

optimistic partner in potential efforts to increase transit options for commuters as the corridor 

continues to grow in terms of both employers and residents”  
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Chapter 2. Market Potential 

 Introduction 

This chapter reviews the socio-economic characteristics and existing movements of the corridor.  

The purpose of this examination is to identify the potential markets that may be served by transit 

service along the I-35 corridor. 

 

 Corridor Characteristics 

Population 

The populations of the cities located in the I-35 corridor are listed in Table 3. City population 

provides a broad indication of the overall scale and potential related to the origin trip end for 

transit service.  

 
Table 3 Corridor Population by City 

Cities Population 
Alleman  432  
Ames  58,965  
Ankeny   45,582  
Cambridge  827  
Des Moines  203,433  
Elkhart  683  
Huxley  3,317  
Saylorville  3,301  
Total 316,540 

Source: 2010 U.S. Census Profile of General Population and Housing Characteristics  
2010 Demographic Profile Data 

 

 

Employment 

Since the potential service would cater primarily to commuters, attention has also been given to 

the type and location of employment in the I-35 corridor. The number of employees who work in 

the cities located in the I-35 corridor is listed in Table 4.  These figures provide broad indications 

of the overall scale and potential related to the destination or trip end for transit service. 

Employment in the downtown area of Des Moines has been listed separately for the larger 

communities and indicates a higher employment concentration. 
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    Table 4 Corridor Employment by City 

Cities Employment 
Alleman 170 
Ames 29,736 
Ankeny  19,797 
Cambridge 93 
Des Moines 130,807 
    Downtown Area¹ 47,264 
Elkhart 40 
Huxley 566 
Saylorville 2,600 
Total 183,809 
Notes: Due to the area defined as “downtown” by the Greater Des Moines Partnership, 
annual employment estimates for the downtown area are upwards of 70,000 employees. 
Source: U.S. Census bureau.  2011 On the Map Application.  
 Longitudinal-Employer Household dynamics Program.  http://onthemap.ces.census.gov/ 
(1) U.S. Census Bureau, American Community Survey ACS 2006-2010 Five-year 
estimates, Census Transportation Planning Products CTPP  
- Only includes trips from within the Ames and Des Moines MPO boundaries. 

 

 

 

 Major Employers 

Table 5 through Table 7 list the major employers in the I-35 corridor, and Figure 14 through 

Figure 16 show where they are located. Larger concentrations of employment provide additional 

opportunities for commuter-related transit. The largest employer is ISU in Ames, John Deere in 

Ankeny, and Wells Fargo in Des Moines. Through discussions, the employers were supportive 

of the project and provided basic information on commuting patterns. As this project moves 

forward, the major employers should be contacted to further coordinate operation details. 
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Table 5 Ames Major Employers 

Rank Company # of Employees 

1 Iowa State University 14,427 

2 Mary Greeley Medical Center 1,356 

3 Iowa DOT 962 

4 City of Ames 944 

5 McFarland Clinic PC 920 

6 Hy-Vee Food Stores 743 

7 Ames Community School 650 

8 Sauer-Danfoss 650 

9 Ames Laboratory 472 

10 Walmart 440 

  Total 21,564 

Source: Ames Comprehensive Annual Financial Report (2011-2012). 

 

Figure 14 Ames Major Employers 
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Table 6 Ankeny Major Employers 

Rank Company # of Employees 

1 John Deere Des Moines Works 1,953 

2 
Des Moines Area Community 
College 

1,584 

3 Ankeny Community Schools 1,202 

4 Casey's General Stores, Inc.  1,139 

5 City of Ankeny 638 

6 
Perishable Distributors of Iowa, 
LTD 

547 

7 ACH Food Companies, Inc. 462 

8 SYSCO Food Services of Iowa 243 

9 Accumold 168 

10 Praxair 157 

   Total 8,093 

Source: Ankeny Comprehensive Annual Financial Report (2012-2013)  

 

Figure 15 Ankeny Major Employers 
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  Table 7 Des Moines Major Employers 

Rank Company # of Employees 

1 Wells Fargo 13,500 

2 State of Iowa 8,800 

3 Mercy Medical Center 6,900 

4 Principal Financial Group 6,547 

5 Iowa Health Systems 5,005 

6 Des Moines Public Schools 4,642 

7 Nationwide/Allied Insurance 4,396 

8 City of Des Moines 1,831 

9 Kum & Go 1,820 

10 United Parcel Service 1,600 

Total 55,041 
Source: <http://www.desmoinesmetro.com/regional-workforce/job-support-services/major-
employers/> (2013) and Des Moines Comprehensive Annual Financial Report (2011-2012). 

 

 

 

 

Figure 16 Des Moines Major Employers 
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 Commuter Travel Patterns 

Commuter travel patterns indicate the connection between where people live and where they 

work. These patterns were determined from the Year 2010 Census Longitudinal Employer-

Household Dynamics (LEHD) program.  

 

Table 8 Intercity Movements 

Rank Direction Commuters 
1 Ankeny to Des Moines 7,844 
2 Ankeny to Downtown Des Moines* 4,720 
3 Des Moines to Ankeny 3,246 
4 Ames to Des Moines 1,474 
5 Des Moines to Ames 817 
6 Ankeny to Ames 555 
7 Ames to West Des Moines 547 
8 Ankeny to Downtown Des Moines* 515 
9 West Des Moines to Ames 447 
10 Ames to Ankeny 421 

Source:  
U.S. Census Bureau OnTheMap LEHD Origin-Destination Statistics.  
(*) Census Transportation Planning Products CTPP. 

 

 

Longitudinal Employer-Household Dynamics  

The LEHD program produces public-use information combining federal, state, and Census 

Bureau data on employers and employees under the Local Employment Dynamics (LED) 

Partnership. The LEHD data provides a dataset that describes geographic patterns of 

employees by their employment locations and residential locations as well as the connections 

between the two locations.  

The work trip travel movements reported by LEHD for communities located in the I-35 corridor 

are shown in Figure 17. The information shows the number of workers living in each community 

and then the location of their employment. Table 9 shows the work trip movements for the city of 

Indianola and the 23 cities identified within the DMAMPO and the I-35 corridor. 
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 Figure 17 Work Trip Movement Flow 
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Alleman 432         5       5         2       74           2       9           1       4         12        

Altoona 14,541    827      139       460        31      10       161        3,041      60       2       56        168       57       17       155     3       71        273       42       691          40            

Ames 58,965    11      62        10,830  421        8       11      4         101        1,474      30       49      42        179       2         10       18       8       34        206       29       547          42            

Ankeny 45,582    22      287      555       4,211     58      6       38       548        7,844      7       165     32      99        1,019    14       19       102     51      249      1,052    132     2,231       111          

Bondurant 3,860      3       85        246        71      6         39          674         3       12       4       10        65         7         3        18       3       26        92        7        171          3              

Cambridge 827         2       111       24         3       1         9            55           1       3        25      7           1         2       2         2              

Carlisle 3,876      1       29        23        67         7       189     52          784         6        49        22         5         8        11       14        57        11       180          10            

Clive 15,447    1       46        98        205        2       18       567        2,602      75       2       40        287       5         11       16       3       18        603       127     1,495       52            

Des Moines 203,433   12      1,581   817       3,246     77      2       283     2,793     44,328    7       659     10      421      2,047    88       288     534     53      817      4,465    567     10,139      558          

Elkhart 683         4       9         47         3       1       106         1       6       9           1        4       6         

Grimes 8,246      2       27        88        110        5       169        1,212      135     3       18        284       4         8        3         3       17        430       45       681          18            

Huxley 3,317      11      12        364       90         3       16      16          272         8        99      7         35         1       6         34        3        65            5              

Indianola 14,782    70        104       171        5       1       51       126        1,933      44       2       1,529   83         49       29       2       38        192       16       524          35            

Johnston 17,278    2       73        109       310        4       10       296        2,819      1       110     1       43        1,243    3         10       20       6       47        776       66       1,202       33            

Mitchellville 2,254      80        42        62         5       3         18          357         10       9         16         26       1        21       1       11        37        57            5              

Norwalk 8,945      38        38        203        1       28       130        1,988      63       4       72        84         385     18       3       15        221       34       698          14            

Pleasant Hill 8,785      188      92        203        6       1       19       110        1,925      3       31       1       30        87         19       7        137     4       46        168       20       413          15            

Polk City 3,418      16      15        56        130        2       6         43          527         3       32       2       6         111       3        63      9         114       13       187          9              

Saylorville (CDP) 3,301      2       19        54        195        1       3       6         33          589         11       57         1         2        3         3       23        74        10       158          6              

Urbandale 39,463    3       189      322       677        13      3       20       942        6,797      328     8       57        1,134    4         43       66       11      93        2,262    299     3,592       100          

Waukee 13,790    39        123       200        12       363        2,176      83       35        277       2         23       19       3       24        554       474     1,646       43            

West Des Moines 56,609    9       212      447       759        17      71       1,328     10,843    1       265     8       139      887       16       105     76       6       82        1,809    340     7,919       225          

Windsor Heights 422         19        45        74         2       2         123        1,045      23       8         88         1         7        3         15        173       26       403          49            

Total Primary Jobs N/A 170    6,219   29,736  19,797   509    93      1,247   11,347    130,807   40      3,445  566    5,060   11,463   425      1,442  1,963  404    2,600   19,621  3,495  47,637      2,351       

Shaded cells are cities within the I-35 corridor.
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f

Source: 2011 U.S. Census Bureau, OnTheMap Application and LEHD Origin-Destination Employment Statistics (Beginning of Quarter Employment, 2nd Quarter of 2002-2011).

            Population from 2010 Census demographic profile

Note: DMAMPO member cities area, cities in the I-35 corridor, and Indianola.  Queried top 100 cities of residence for employees in selected city.  A blank means the place of residence was not within the top 100 results.
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Census Transportation Planning Products 

The Census Transportation Planning Products (CTPP) is a tool that analyzes where people are 

commuting to and from, and how those commuters get to their eventual destinations. Figure 18 

through Figure 20 uses CTPP data to show where residents live who work in areas with the 

highest employment densities in Ames, Ankeny, and Des Moines. Using areas with the highest 

employment densities allowed for a more reasonable estimate of potential commuters, 

considering alternative commuter modes would be servicing only designated areas with large 

potential for ridership and not the entire city’s area. 

In comparison to the CTPP application, the LEHD program contains a more complete record of 

commuter flows within the corridor.  LEHD records are able to track more than 90 percent of all 

workers and employers in the United States.  With that being said, the CTPP application 

enabled the study team to look closer at where the highest densities of both employment and 

housing exists within the corridor. A portion of the remaining flow is not captured in the LEHD 

data because federal workers, self-employed workers, and uniformed military personnel are not 

under federal or state unemployment insurance laws1. No large federal or military workforces 

were identified in the corridor.  

Beginning in 2013, CTPP enabled users to analyze the American Community Survey (ACS) 

data at both the census tract and Transportation Analysis Zone (TAZ) levels. CTPP data differs 

from the LEHD in that it is based on a sample-based survey. The ACS information is a U.S. 

Census sample-based survey producing annual samples of detailed demographic, housing, and 

social and economic data at the census tract and block group level2. 

After reviewing the commuter maps and other information from CTPP for each of the three 

corridor cities, it was found that, more often than not, areas with the most concentrated 

employment and households were located near I-35, I-80 or I-235. Although a majority of 

workers live in the city where they work, those living outside the city they work in are 

concentrated near area interstates. This close proximity to interstates will limit the amount of 

time and distance commuters will have to travel to any future Park & Ride site, making 

alternative commuting modes more attractive for any commuter within the corridor. 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
1 Spear, Bruce D. “NCHRP 08-36 Task 098: Improving Employment Data for Transportation Planning.” 
(2011). 
2 U.S. Census Bureau. “Design and Methodology: American Community Survey.” (2009). 
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Figure 18 Commuters from Home to Top Employment Areas in Ames 
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Figure 19 Commuters from Home to Top Employment Areas in Ankeny 
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Figure 20 Commuters from Home to Top Employment Areas in Des Moines 
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Trip Patterns of Select Universities 

The previous section focused on home to work relationships throughout the corridor, but did not 

include the travel patterns of students. After meeting with area universities, ISU and DMACC 

provided student postal zip codes to see if any significant commuting patterns could be 

established from the student populations. See Figure 21 for the results of the zip code 

information collected. 

 

         Table 10 Students Commuting to DMACC & ISU Campuses 

College Students Commuting 

Des Moines Area Community College 

Ankeny Campus 5,875 

Urban Campus 
(Des Moines) 

1,632 

West Campus 
(West Des Moines) 

1,046 

Iowa State University 

Ames Campus 930 

 

 

As seen in Table 10, of the students living within the larger cities of the corridor—Ames, 

Ankeny, Des Moines, Urbandale, and West Des Moines—the number of students commuting to 

the DMACC campus in Ankeny far outweighs those travelling to ISU, West DMACC, or Urban 

DMACC campuses.  
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Figure 21 Student Commute Flow Map 
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Non-Work Attractions  

This feasibility study is primarily focused on commuter travel, but a secondary market for non-

work travel to major activities or destinations is possible. Retail and recreational activities are 

also located in the I-35 corridor. The largest activities where large numbers of patrons gather at 

a concentrated time are primarily sporting events. Table 11 displays information on various 

events or attractions in the I-35 corridor. 

Special events within the I-35 corridor area have potential for attracting riders onto a transit 

service scheduled to coincide with the event. Sporting events such as basketball and football 

games at ISU could potentially be served by transit service. These events would not coincide 

with commuter transit service, and so additional service would need to be provided if the riders 

to these events are to be served. 

         Table 11 Non-Work Attractions 

City Event/Venue Time Period 

Des 
Moines 

Festivals:                                                   
Arts Festival, World Food 
Fest, 80/35 Music Festival 

Weekends in June, July & September 

State Fair (Fairgrounds) Year-round  

Prairie Meadows & 
Adventureland 

Prairie Meadows: Year-round      
Adventureland: May-Sept 

Wells Fargo & Principal Park Year-round: sports events & concerts 

Des Moines International 
Airport 

Year-round 

Science Center Year-round 

East Village Year-round 

Downtown Farmer’s Market 
May 4 – Dec 14: Wed, Fri, and Sat 
depending on season 

Performing Arts Venues 
i.e. Des Moines Civic Center 

Year-round 

Ankeny Ankeny Regional Airport Year-round 

Ames 

Main Street Cultural District Year-round 

Ames Airport Year-round 

Reiman Gardens Year-round 

ISU Football & Basketball 
Games 

Football: 6 games Aug-Nov     
Basketball: 17 games Nov-Mar     
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Summary of Travel Markets 

The travel corridor between Ames, Ankeny, and Des Moines experiences a diverse flow of 

travel composed of commuters, students, and special events. Analysis of 2010 U.S. Census 

data reveals the commuter trip patterns. The higher place-to-place movements for daily 

commuter trips in the I-35 corridor are: 

 

• Ankeny to Des Moines (7,844) 

• Ankeny to Downtown Des Moines (4,720) 

• Ankeny to West Des Moines (2,231) 

• Des Moines to Ankeny (3,246) 

• Ames to Des Moines (1,474) 

• Des Moines to Ames (817) 

• West Des Moines to Ankeny (759) 

• Ankeny to Ames (555) 

• Ames to West Des Moines (547) 

• Ankeny to Downtown Des Moines (515) 

• West Des Moines to Ames (447) 

• Ames to Ankeny (421) 

After gathering data from both ISU and the DMACC, the higher place-to-place movements for 

daily student trips are: 

• Des Moines to DMACC-Ankeny (3,249) 

• Ames to DMACC-Ankeny (1,096) 

• West Des Moines to DMACC-Ankeny (841) 

• Urbandale to DMACC-Ankeny (689) 

• Des Moines to DMACC-West (552) 

• Des Moines to ISU (340) 

• Ankeny to ISU (334) 

The Des Moines – Ankeny segment experiences the highest amount of commuter and student 

flow. There is also a flow of Ames residents studying in Ankeny and Ames residents working in 

Des Moines. This combined flow of students and commuters from Ames south to Ankeny or Des 

Moines is approximately half the flow of the movement between Ankeny and Des Moines. In 

addition, travel flow related to special events adds to the flow in both directions.  
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Chapter 3. Concept Evaluation 

 Introduction 

A series of transit service scenarios have been developed that potentially match the needs 
identified in the previous chapter for the I-35 Ames‐Des Moines corridor. This chapter provides: 
 

• A range of high level concepts described in terms of mode, market served, route, 
frequency, service characteristics, estimated public transit ridership, and general 
operating cost. 
 

• An evaluation of this range of concepts  
 

• Specific concepts recommended for more detailed study based on the market potential. 
 

 Service Concepts 

This section describes a range of potential transit service concepts or options. The services 

described below are service concepts.  These concepts are presented as illustrative options for 

transit service along the corridor intended to meet the transit market identified earlier in the 

report. These concepts provide the basis from which ridership and costs can be projected.  The 

service concepts, presented as variations of service spans, can also provide the basis from 

which to balance cost of a particular service, with the number of riders and types of markets 

served.   

Costs were developed for weekend service, but weekend service was not evaluated on a cost 

effectiveness basis, as the basic cost structure is not comparable to weekday service.  The 

decision to operate a Saturday-Sunday service should be pursued on a policy basis, rather than 

a cost-effectiveness basis. 

Express Bus 

Definition 

Express bus is transit service that intends to provide travel times that are closer to automobile 

travel times.  Express buses operate on a faster schedule by stopping less frequently than 

normal bus services and often taking more direct routes, such as along freeways.  Express bus 

services are typically oriented toward commuter trips and serve strong origin-destination pairs, 

such as between a major Park & Ride location and a major employment center. Express bus 

service is typically operated during peak hours only, but it may be supplemented by a midday 

trip. 
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Description 

In the I-35 corridor, express bus options would operate primarily on the interstate system, 

transporting passengers between transit centers in Des Moines, Ankeny, and Ames. Express 

bus service is currently provided by DART between Des Moines and Ankeny. Generally, an 

express bus in the corridor would have the capacity for serving the highest number of riders 

while providing the highest service quality as compared to the other concepts, since fewer stops 

along the transit route provide shorter travel times comparable to an automobile. 

In this concept, service could be provided between Ankeny and Ames or a one-seat ride could 

be provided between Ames and Des Moines with a stop in Ankeny.  There are also different 

levels of service frequency that could be provided ranging from all day service during weekdays, 

providing evening service, Saturday service or just service during commuter peak times. 

Generally, commuter routes may include midday service to capture a greater share of the 

commuter market that may start or end work outside the traditional peak period, and also to 

present additional flexibility for commuters or students that may need to travel midday within the 

corridor.  Evening service (generally until 10:00 PM) may appeal to commuters working an 

evening shift, or students accessing night classes.  While Saturday and Sunday service has 

typically not been offered as part of a commuter service, weekend service may serve major 

employers with weekend shifts, or special events. 

The two route options are described below: 

Ames to Ankeny Express Bus 

This route would operate primarily on I-35 between Ames and Ankeny, with a stop to serve 

Huxley.  Once in Ankeny, the alignment matches the alignment of the Route 98 Ankeny 

Express, and would offer opportunities for passengers to transfer between routes to travel 

between Ames and Des Moines. The route alignment is presented in Figure 22. 

The difference in service frequency impacts both operating cost and ridership. One service 

option is to provide a 30 minute peak service, with a 60 minute off-peak service.  This service 

level would match the 30 minute peak frequency currently offered on the Route 98 Ankeny 

Express.  A 60 minute frequency is generally seen as a minimum frequency for an all-day 

service and this level is used for off-peak service.  The costs of service are shown in Table 12. 

The costs for additional segments of service are presented on a cumulative basis, including a 

peak-only weekday service, an all-day service with evenings, and Saturday and Sunday service.   
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Table 12 Ames - Ankeny Express bus Operating Costs 

Service Period 
(Frequency) 

Operating 
Vehicles 

Daily 
Revenue 

Hours 

Annual 
Operating Cost 

Cumulative 
Total 

5 Day/week Peak (30 
minutes) 

3 23 $473,344 $473,344 

5 Day/week Off-Peak  
(60 minutes) 

2 8 $168,300 $641,644 

5 Evenings/week (60 
minutes) 

2 8 $168,300 $809,944 

Saturday (60 minutes) 2 24 $102,960 $912,904 
Sunday (60 minutes) 2 20 $85,800 $998,704 
 Notes:  

Service Period: 4 hour a.m. peak and 4 hour p.m. peak.  4 hour midday (off-peak).  4 hour evening 
service span.  12 hour Saturday service span.  10 hour Sunday service span.   
Trip Characteristics: One-way travel time with dwell time included accounts for 45 minutes/30.5 miles 
from Ames to Ankeny. 
Vehicles: Operating vehicle totals do not include the required spare vehicles. 

 

Ridership 

The estimated ridership for the Ames to Ankeny express bus concept is shown in Table 13.  The 

ridership estimates have been refined from the travel market information presented in Chapter 

2.  The ridership estimates reflect population and employment levels and travel patterns. 

Appendix I presents additional details on the ridership estimation methodology.  

 

Table 13 Ames - Ankeny Express Bus Daily Ridership Summary 

Service Period (Frequency) Daily Ridership 
EXPRESS: Ames-Ankeny 
5 Day/week Peak (30 minutes)   350 
5 Day/week Off-Peak (60 minutes)   60 
5 Evenings/week (60 minutes)   17 

 

The cost per rider for the Ames-Ankeny Express service is shown in Table 14. 

 

Table 14 Ames - Ankeny Express bus Cost per Rider Summary 

Service Period (Frequency) Cost per Rider 
EXPRESS: Ames-Ankeny  
 5 Day/week Peak (30 minutes)  $5.30 
 5 Day/week Off-Peak (60 minutes)  $11.04 
 5 Evenings/week (60 minutes)  $38.64 
Notes: The Cost per Rider is found by dividing the estimated annual 
operating cost by the forecasted annual ridership.  
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Ames to Des Moines Express Bus 

This route would operate between Ames, Ankeny, and Des Moines primarily on I-35.  The route 

alignment is presented in Figure 23. 

Operating costs for the service are presented to provide an understanding of the different costs 

associated with different service spans along the alignment between Ames, Ankeny, and Des 

Moines.  The base of these costs are a 30 minute peak service, with a 60 minute off-peak 

service.  The costs for additional segments of service are presented on a cumulative basis, 

including a peak-only weekday service, an all-day service with evenings, and Saturday and 

Sunday service.  Costs are presented in Table 15.  

 

Table 15 Ames - Ankeny - Des Moines Express Bus Operating Costs 

Service Period 
(Frequency) 

Operating 
Vehicles 

Daily 
Revenue 

Hours 

Annual 
Operating 

Cost 

Cumulative 
Total 

5 Day/week Peak  
(30 minutes) 

5 39 $809,944 $809,944 

5 Day/week Off-Peak  
(60 minutes) 

3 11 $220,894 $1,030,838 

5 Evenings/week  
(60 minutes) 

3 11 $220,894 $1,251,731 

Saturday (60 minutes) 3 35 $148,005 $1,399,736 
Sunday (60 minutes) 3 29 $122,265 $1,522,001 
Notes: Service Period: 4 hour a.m. peak and 4 hour p.m. peak.  4 hour midday (off-peak).   
4 hour evening service span.  12 hour Saturday service span.  10 hour Sunday service span.   
Trip Characteristics: One-way travel time with dwell time included accounts for 45 minutes/30.5 miles from Ames 
to Ankeny and 30 minutes/13 miles between Ankeny and Des Moines. 
Vehicles: Operating vehicle totals do not include the required spare vehicles. 
 

 

Ridership 

The estimated ridership for the Ames to Des Moines Express Bus Concept is shown in Table 

16.  The ridership estimates have been refined from the travel market information presented in 

Chapter 2.  The ridership estimates reflect population and employment levels and travel 

patterns.   

 

Table 16 Ames - Ankeny - Des Moines Express Bus Daily Ridership Summary 

Service Period (Frequency) Daily Ridership 
EXPRESS: Ames-Ankeny-Des Moines 
5 Day/week Peak (30 minutes)   973 
5 Day/week Off-Peak (60 minutes)   166 
5 Evenings/week (60 minutes)   47 
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The cost per rider for the Ames-Ankeny-Des Moines Express service is shown in Table 17. 

 

Table 17 Ames - Ankeny - Des Moines Cost per Rider Summary  

Service Period (Frequency) Cost per Rider 
EXPRESS: Ames-Ankeny-Des Moines 
 5 Day/week Peak (30 minutes)  $3.27 
 5 Day/week Off-Peak (60 minutes)  $5.22 
 5 Evenings/week (60 minutes)  $18.26 
Notes: The Cost per Rider is found by dividing the estimated annual 
operating cost by the forecasted annual ridership. 
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 Figure 22 Ames to Ankeny Express Bus Alignment 

Notes: Local alignments are illustrative. 
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Figure 23 Ames to Ankeny to Des Moines Express Bus Alignment 

Notes: Local alignments are illustrative. 
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Traditional Fixed Route, Flex Routes, Point Deviated, and Deviated Fixed Route 

Definitions 

Traditional fixed route service operates on a regular schedule and alignment using standard 

transit buses.  Fixed route bus service typically emphasizes access to land use over speed, and 

may have frequent stop locations and a slower travel speed than automobile travel.  Alignments 

in a traditional fixed route system are orientated to provide access to residential areas, 

neighborhood shopping centers, social service agencies, medical offices, and schools, as well 

as major employment centers and connections to other transit routes or modes such as express 

bus.   

Fixed route service may have more stops, providing more opportunities for transit riders to 

access, but resulting in longer overall travel times. Service frequencies can be varied throughout 

the day to adjust to different levels of ridership, with service operated in the peak hours at a 

higher frequency than midday service.   

A general public demand response or on-call service would operate in the same corridors as the 

express bus or in adjacent corridors but could be more narrowly tailored to specific markets and 

riders. A smaller transit vehicle or body-on-chassis vehicle would circulate around the end 

points of a route in designated demand response zones, pick up riders who reserve service, and 

deliver them to major destinations. Service span, or geographical areas where pick-ups or drop-

offs occur, could be narrowed or broadened depending on the need to tailor travel times. 

Generally, subscription service in the corridor would have a more limited capacity and slower 

travel times due to the need to circulate at trip ends. However, reservations could be linked so 

each trip would have a relatively high number of passengers, creating a low-to-moderate cost 

per passenger. Subscription service could also be oriented toward specific market segments, 

with single trips geared toward either the commuter market or the student market.  

A point deviated service, similar to some of DART’s on-call service, combines elements of a 

fixed route with elements of a flex route service by having regularly scheduled pick-up times as 

designated locations, but without a designated alignment for the vehicle to follow between the 

designated locations.  A variant of this allows the vehicle to pick up passengers that are not at a 

designated pick-up location, but are within a designed demand response zone, while the vehicle 

also maintains service to the scheduled pick-up locations.  Passengers using the demand 

response option would be required to call ahead to schedule a pick-up, while passengers at the 

regular pick-up locations would not need to call ahead of time.  A point deviated service, 

particularly with demand response elements, typically works well in a continuous, defined area. 

A deviated fixed route maintains a defined alignment and defined schedule.  However, 

passengers unable to access the defined alignment can call and order a pick-up within a 

defined service zone that is typically centered on the defined alignment.  The defined schedule 

has additional time incorporated to allow for a number of pickups between the scheduled time 

points.   This type of service is typically suited for areas where major attractions and 

destinations may be served by the fixed alignment, but where the transit provider wants to offer 

service to adjacent low-demand areas.  Unlike a traditional fixed route, a service provider would 
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not be required to offer complementary paratransit service in areas served by a deviated fixed 

route.  

Description 

The fixed route service could be provided in a number of ways.  A traditional fixed route system 

would operate along US-69 between Ames and Ankeny on fixed routes and with a fixed time 

schedule oriented to park-and-ride locations in the communities on or near I-35.  The service 

could be modified to be more flexible to provide direct services to other destinations further 

away from I-35 such as major employment centers in Ankeny or the Des Moines central 

business district (CBD), ISU, or the various DMACC campuses. Another possible variation 

would be to have the service “deviate” off the fixed route to pick up passengers who had called 

in for a pick-up at a pre-arranged location. 

For this concept, a smaller transit vehicle or body-on-chassis vehicle is envisioned to be used to 

circulate around end points of a route, pick up riders, and deliver them to major destination 

centers throughout the corridor. Service span, or geographical areas where pick-ups or drop-

offs occur, could be narrowed or broadened depending on the need to tailor travel times. 

Generally, subscription service in the corridor would have a more limited capacity and slower 

travel times due to the need to circulate at trip ends. However, reservations could be linked so 

each trip would have a relatively high number of passengers, creating a low-to-moderate cost 

per passenger. Subscription service could also be oriented toward specific market segments, 

with single trips geared toward either the commuter market or the student market.   

HIRTA operates on-demand service between Ames and Ankeny along the US-69 corridor.  This 

proposed concept would look to formalize this connection into a fixed route style of service 

instead of the demand response service that is currently offered.  

Ames to Ankeny Deviated Fixed Route 

A deviated fixed route may be a way to provide commuter services in the corridor, while also 

providing a more flexible service type, particularly to the smaller communities between Ames 

and Ankeny, such as Huxley, Alleman, Cambridge, or Elkhart.  A deviated fixed route provides 

general public demand response within a defined service zone which is called a flex area, while 

also generally following an alignment and schedule along a route. This concept is shown in 

Figure 24. 

This service option would include flex areas and scheduled time points in portions of Ames, 

Huxley, Alleman, and in Ankeny – as was proposed in the DART Forward 2035 Plan for the city 

of Ankeny.  This route would operate from Ames to Ankeny primarily along US-69.  The Ames 

demand response area could encompass an area between 13th Street and Lincoln Way, and 

also include the Iowa State Center Park & Ride.  A smaller demand response area could also 

function here, recognizing the proximity to the Iowa State Center and the high frequency 

available from campus to the Park & Ride lot on existing CyRide routes. The Ankeny flex area 

may generally be bounded by 1st Street, Ankeny Boulevard, Oralabor Road, and Delaware 

Avenue, as well as include the DMACC campus, and the industrial area along 78th Street east 

of I-35.  These areas encompass many of the major employers in each city. Flex areas in 

Huxley and Alleman would encompass significant portions of each town, and would also include 
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a Park & Ride location that would serve as a collection point for persons from the wider 

geographic area, including the towns of Slater and Cambridge for Huxley, and the town of 

Elkhart for Alleman.   

Operating costs for the service are presented to provide an understanding of the different costs 

associated with different service spans.  The base of these costs are a 60 minute peak service, 

with a 60 minute off-peak service.  Costs for additional segments of service are presented on a 

cumulative basis, from a peak-only weekday service, to an all-day service with evenings and 

Saturday and Sunday service.  Costs are presented in Table 18. 

Table 18 Ames - Ankeny Deviated Fixed Route Operating Costs 

Service Period 
(Frequency) 

Operating 
Vehicles 

Daily 
Revenue 

Hours 

Annual 
Operating Cost 

Cumulative 
Total 

5 Day/week Peak (60 
minutes) 

2 16 $336,600 $336,600 

5 Day/week Off-Peak  
(60 minutes) 

2 8 $168,300 $504,900 

5 Evenings/week (60 
minutes) 

2 8 $168,300 $673,200 

Saturday (60 minutes) 2 24 $102,960 $776,160 
Sunday (60 minutes) 2 20 $85,800 $861,960 
Notes:  
Service Period: 4 hour a.m. peak and 4 hour p.m. peak.  4 hour midday (off-peak).   
4 hour evening service span.  12 hour Saturday service span.  10 hour Sunday service span.   
Trip Characteristics: One-way travel time including dwell and flex time accounts for 60 minutes/25 miles from Ames to 
Ankeny. 
Vehicles: Operating vehicle totals do not include the required spare vehicles. 
 

 

Ridership 

The estimated ridership for the Ames to Ankeny Deviated Fixed Route Concept is shown in 

Table 19.  For the Ames to Ankeny deviated route bus service the ridership forecasting model 

described previously yielded an average weekday ridership forecast of approximately 210 

during the peak commute period and 90 during the midday off-peak period. 

Table 19 Ames - Ankeny Deviated Fixed Route Daily Ridership 

Service Period (Frequency) Daily Ridership 
Deviated Fixed Route: Ames-Ankeny  
5 Day/week Peak (60 minutes)   212 
5 Day/week Off-Peak (60 minutes)   90 
5 Evenings/week (60 minutes)   30 

 

The cost per rider for the Ames-Ankeny Deviated Fixed Route service is shown in Table 20. 
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Table 20 Ames - Ankeny Deviated Fixed Route Cost per Rider Summary 

Service Period (Frequency) Cost per Rider 
Deviated Fixed Route: Ames-Ankeny  
 5 Day/week Peak (60 minutes)  $6.21 
 5 Day/week Off-Peak (60 minutes)  $7.36 
 5 Evenings/week (60 minutes)  $20.09 
Notes: The Cost per Rider is found by dividing the estimated annual 
operating cost by the forecasted annual ridership. 
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Figure 24 Ames to Ankeny Deviated Fixed Route Alignment 

Notes: Local alignments are illustrative. 
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Ridesharing 

Definition 

Ridesharing includes both carpooling and vanpooling. A carpool is where two or more people 

share a ride in a private vehicle to a common destination. Carpools can have one designated 

driver and vehicle, who collects a fare from other passengers, or the driver and vehicle used can 

rotate among the group so users only “pay” when they drive.  A vanpool is where a larger group 

of people share a ride in a prearranged vehicle.  Vanpooling service provides vans for groups of 

5 – 15 passengers who meet at a specified location, ride to work, and return together after work.  

Vanpools typically use vans leased by the users through transit agencies, employers, or private 

vanpool leasing companies.  A longer-distance commute, such as that along the I-35 corridor, 

provides incentives for ridesharing.  Typically, both carpooling and vanpooling are orientated 

towards the commuter market, although carpooling can be used for the student market also. 

Description 

Currently, there are numerous formal vanpools and carpools coordinated by transit agencies 

and informal carpools organized by individuals operating in the I-35 corridor. Beginning in 1995, 

the Des Moines Area Regional Transit Authority (DART) implemented a vanpool program 

consisting of 5 vanpools.  Now, there are over 100 vanpools in the area transporting over 900 

commuters daily3.  These include 11 vanpools from Ames to Des Moines and two vanpools 

currently being developed to travel from Des Moines to Ames. ISU Transportation Services also 

offers vanpool opportunities to employees commuting to campus. At the beginning of the fall 

2013 semester, ISU advertised six vanpools available for ISU staff. Half of the vanpools were 

from Des Moines and Ankeny traveling to Ames.  Monthly fares for the ISU vanpools ranged 

from $75 to $90 per person.  Monthly fares for DART range from $84 to $96 for trips from Ames 

to Des Moines, depending on the number of riders.   

In addition, both DART and ISU facilitate connecting potential carpoolers through their own 

respective, dedicated Rideshare websites4. Ridesharing has low capacity but can be easily 

modified by the users to suit their needs. Unlike an express bus service, which may have 

multiple trips during a peak period, ridesharing users have only one opportunity during the day 

to use rideshare, and a rider may have to pay his share of the costs even if he skips a day. 

Costs depend on how many users share a vehicle, and users in a vanpool typically have to 

organize a minimum number of users before qualifying for the service. Compared to other forms 

of transit such as express or local bus or subscription service, ridesharing is more expensive for 

users but less costly for the transit agency or other administering organizations.  Compared to 

driving a personal automobile, ridesharing is still the cheaper alternative. 

Vanpool Expansion Concept 

Expanding vanpool across DART’s 17-county RideShare region is beyond this project’s scope, 

so specific areas within the study area were identified where new vanpools could be considered.  

The concept is comprised of increasing rideshare in the form of vanpooling.  DART and ISU 

                                                
3 Transportation to Work: A Toolkit for the Business Community, Innovative Vanpool Programs, 2012. 
4 DART’s Rideshare site: http://www.ridedart.com/rideshare-vanpoolscarpools.cfm 
ISU’s Rideshare site: http://www.rideshare.gsb.iastate.edu/ 
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already facilitate connections to develop carpools. To increase rideshare in the corridor, this 

concept would target two segments currently without vanpools. Vanpools would be developed to 

serve commuter travel between Ames and Ankeny. Based on Journey-to-Work data from the 

U.S. Census, approximately 500 commuters travel each way between the two cities, and ISU 

vanpools are not currently available for non-ISU commuters.  A vanpool option, in addition to the 

discussed fixed route options, may better serve major employer centers in Ames and Ankeny, 

than a fixed route option alone.  Additional vanpools would also be promoted for the travel from 

Ames to the West Des Moines / Urbandale area; as well as beginning connections from the 

West Des Moines area to Ames. Journey-to-Work data indicates this segment sees 

approximately 800 commuters traveling each way. Vanpooling may offer one way to meet the 

demand in these corridors, at a low cost per rider. The cost associated with supporting 

ridesharing options in low ridership potential corridor segments would be minimal and 

associated only with administering the program. While DART’s RideShare is considered to be a 

model for other transit providers interested in improving their vanpool programs, additional 

strategies were found to help in enhancing and expanding the use of vanpools in the corridor.  

Strategies for Expansion 

While many of these efforts could be addressed throughout the entire RideShare region, the 

areas within the I-35 corridor with the highest potential for new users are movements between 

Ames and Ankeny, as well as Ames and the West Des Moines/Urbandale area.   

After reviewing numerous case studies on vanpools across the country, there were several 

approaches that a sponsoring transit agency could consider in order to expand vanpool 

ridership.  Generally, techniques that have been successful to increase vanpool participation 

include: 

• Developing innovative partnerships;   

• Reaching out to and involving area employers;   

• Understanding the unique needs of individual communities;   

• Obtaining strong political support from local leaders;   

• Emphasizing ease of use for businesses by, for example, working with reliable, 

experienced third-party operators; and  

• Emphasizing ease of use for commuters.  

Organization 

• Allow for multiple types of vanpool service including: 

o those driven by a company’s employees and paid for by riders, 

o those driven by the sponsoring transit agency’s drivers and billed to employers 

on a monthly basis and 

o those driven by the sponsoring transit agency’s drivers with weekly tickets 

purchased in advance by the passengers 

• Design the fare structure depending on levels of participation from one to five rides per 

week. 
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Policy  

• Establish legislation requiring businesses with 100 or more employees to have a ride 

reduction plan in place by a specified date.  The sponsoring transit agency will work with 

those employers to facilitate the development of vanpools as needed. 

• As part of a region-wide air quality regulation effort to reduce air pollution, require 

businesses with 250 or more employees or businesses and educational facilities with 

1,000 or more students and employees combined to develop plans and set goals for 

reducing the number of times commuters drive alone to work or school by a specified 

rate, i.e. 25 percent.   

Marketing 

• Produce a survey by the sponsoring transit agency’s staff or a national vanpool service 

provider like VPSI in order to understand the travel patterns of employers by: 

o Reviewing employee commuting habits, mapping out where employees live and 
identified distances and clusters of residents.  Determine the number of vans 

needed to transport all the participants based on the information gathered. 

• Maintain follow-up calls to vanpool participants, to lower membership attrition rates. 

• Take advantage of social media networks, i.e. Facebook and Twitter, to advertise the 

vanpool program and any other necessary resources. 

 

 Facilities 

Type and Location 

The transit concepts could utilize a number of existing Park & Ride lots located in Ames, Ankeny 

and Des Moines.  In Ames, the Iowa State Center Park & Ride lot is located between the ISU 

Alumni Center and Jack Trice Stadium.  The Ann Campbell Transit Station is also located there.  

Routes 23 and 4 are the two local CyRide routes accessing the lot.  There are currently four 

Park & Ride lots in Ankeny, including: 

• Mercy North at E 1st Street and NE Trilein Drive 

• Hawkeye Park at W 1st Street and NW Ash Drive 

• DMACC Lot L at SW Oralabor Road and DMACC Blvd 

The lots above are served by DART’s Route 98 Ankeny Express and could also be served by 

either of the two express concepts.  In Des Moines, there are numerous Park & Ride lots within 

the city limits.  For the express service connecting Ames, Ankeny and Des Moines, the Link 

Center Street Park & Ride lot may serve as the main Park & Ride in downtown Des Moines.  

Since Ames, Ankeny, and Des Moines are currently using Park & Ride lots for their existing 

service, new investments for facilities could be directed towards the cities of Huxley and 

Alleman.   

In Huxley, a Park & Ride lot would be needed for either the express bus or deviated fixed route 

concept.  For the express service, a lot is suggested near the I-35 interchange at Highway 210. 

A higher level Park & Ride may be required at this location to safely park commuter vehicles, 
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and allow a full size transit vehicle to turn around to return to the interchange. Since the flexible 

service would be using an alignment on US-69, the Park & Ride would be situated near the 

highway between Centennial Drive and Campus Drive.  This Park & Ride could be a basic level, 

and may consist of a gravel lot or improving an existing parking lot.  Employing parking lots that 

are underutilized during working hours is a common strategy to reduce costs for Park & Ride 

lots.   

A basic Park & Ride lot near US-69 or within Alleman would be required in the deviated fixed 

route concept. An existing parking lot may have spare capacity during working hours to serve 

this function.   

Capital costs for either express bus concept would include both the necessary vehicles and the 

amenities needed in Huxley for a new Park & Ride lot near the interchange at I-35 and Highway 

210.  A specific location for the Park & Ride has not been identified.  For the express bus 

travelling between Ames and Ankeny, a total of three buses and one spare would be required.  

A total of five buses and one spare would be required for an express bus service serving Ames, 

Ankeny and Des Moines.  The buses used to operate this type of service would be the 40-foot-

long over-the-road coaches, each costing approximately $600,000.  These buses generally 

have seating and features more suitable and comfortable for longer trips at highway speeds. 

Total capital costs for each express bus concept are identified below in Table 21 and Table 22.  

Table 21 Ames - Ankeny Express Bus Capital Cost Summary 

Ames – Ankeny  
Express Bus 

Number 
Required 

Unit Cost Total 

40’ Over the Road Coach 4 $600,000 $2,400,000 
Park & Ride  1 $250,000 $250,000 
Total Cost  $2,650,000 
Notes: Park & Ride costs do not include land acquisition and maintenance 
 

 

Table 22 Ames - Ankeny - Des Moines Express Bus Capital Cost Summary 

Ames – Ankeny – Des Moines 
Express Bus 

Number 
Required 

Unit Cost Total 

40’ Over the Road Coach 6 $600,000 $3,850,000 
Park & Ride  1 $250,000 $250,000 
Total Cost  $4,100,000 
Notes: Park & Ride costs do not include land acquisition and maintenance 

 

Capital costs for the deviated fixed route concept would include both the vehicles for operating 

the route and the amenities needed in Huxley and Alleman for new Park & Ride lots.  A specific 

location for both Park & Ride lots have not yet been defined.  The deviated fixed route bus will 

require three cutaway buses, each costing approximately $65,000.  This includes the two 

vehicles necessary to operate the route, plus a spare.  Presumably, an agency that already 

operates other routes may have sufficient existing vehicle stock to provide a spare. Park & ride 

costs would include bus pull-outs, shelter pads, and parking.  Basic Park & Ride costs include 
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minimal site development and gravel paving.  Total capital costs are identified below in Table 

23. 

 

     Table 23 Ames - Ankeny Deviated Fixed route Bus Capital Cost Summary 

Ames – Ankeny  
Deviated Fixed Route Bus 

Number Required Unit Cost Total 

Body-on-Chassis Vehicle 3 $65,000 $195,000 
Basic Park & Ride 2 $50,000 $100,000 
Total Cost   $295,000 
Notes: Park & Ride costs do not include land acquisition and maintenance 

 

 

 Concept Evaluation 

The transit concepts were compared using this general criteria in order to identify which 

concepts to be described in greater detail. The following criteria were used: 

• Directness and Travel Time 

• Service to Different Markets 

• Transit Access 

• Ridership 

• Cost/rider 

The summary characteristics of the concepts with fixed route elements are shown in Table 24. 

The costs per rider range from just over $3 for the peak-hour Ames-Ankeny-Des Moines 

express service to $39 for the evening Ames-Ankeny express service. The deviated fixed route 

cost per rider is between $6 to $7 for both peak and off-peak service. Express service on I-35 

offers a more direct connection, and greater travel time savings, for commuters and students, 

while deviated fixed route service offers greater flexibility and competitive cost, but as a mode 

that would be less attractive to travelers emphasizing travel time savings.    
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Table 24 Concepts Summary 

EXPRESS:  
Ames-Ankeny 

Costs 
Ridership 

Cost / 
Rider Capital Operating 

 5 Day/week Peak (30 minutes)  

$2,650,000 

$473,344 350 $5.30 
 5 Day/week Off-Peak (60 
minutes)  

$168,300 60 $11.04 

 5 Evenings/week (60 minutes)  $168,300 17 $38.64 
EXPRESS:  
Ames-Ankeny-Des Moines 

Capital Operating Ridership 
Cost / 
Rider 

 5 Day/week Peak (30 minutes)  

$4,100,000 

$809,944 973 $3.27 
 5 Day/week Off-Peak (60 
minutes)  

$220,894 166 $5.22 

 5 Evenings/week (60 minutes)  $220,894 47 $18.26 
DEVIATED FIXED ROUTE:  
Ames-Ankeny 

Capital Operating Ridership 
Cost / 
Rider 

 5 Day/week Peak (60 minutes)  

$295,000 

$336,600 212 $6.21 
 5 Day/week Off-Peak (60 
minutes)  

$168,300 90 $7.36 

 5 Evenings/week (60 minutes)  $168,300 30 $20.09 
 

The ability of each mode to meet the criteria is summarized below.    

Express Transit 

• Most direct and shortest travel time of the concepts 

• Provides connections between the fixed route systems in Ames and Des Moines. 

• Access to many locations in Des Moines and Ames would require transfer to those 

transit systems. 

• Best serving the commuter transit market but can serve other markets also 

• Access from more rural locations would be located at a Park & Ride near I-35 

• Highest ridership levels in the peak period. 

• Cost per rider is the lowest for peak periods and highest for evening periods.   

Recommended for Further Evaluation:  Move forward evaluating the potential to include 

in an overall corridor strategy with peak period commuter service, and midday service 

provided by a small number of express bus runs, or by use of deviated fixed route service 

during the midday. 

Deviated Fixed Route Service 

• Less direct and longer travel times than express service 

• Better access and flexibility to pick up riders that are not at park-and-ride lots. 

• Can serve the commuter market if service during commuter times is more direct, and 

serve other markets with more flexible routing 

• Could provide access to university and colleges without transferring 

• Ridership levels would be lower than with Express Bus, but service levels could match 

the demand. 
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• Cost per rider are comparable to express bus for both the commuter peak and midday 

time periods. 

• Lower capital costs than express bus. 

Recommended for Further Evaluation: Move forward evaluating the potential to include in 

an overall corridor strategy using deviated fixed route concepts as this service is competitive 

on a cost basis compared to express routes during the off-peak periods, while also providing 

additional flexibility for non-commute trips.  

Ridesharing 

• Provides the most flexibility  

• Has a lower capacity than the other concepts 

• Costs are potentially covered by riders. 

Recommended for Further Evaluation:  Move forward evaluating potential to include in an 

overall corridor strategy supporting ridesharing to provide service to movements not directly 

served by I-35 corridor service such as movements between West Des Moines and Ames. 
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Chapter 4. Land Use and Development Pattern Analysis 

 Introduction 

This chapter examines potential land-use and development patterns that exist currently, that are 

part of current plans and includes a discussion of development practices that would help 

support higher transit use.  The following sections briefly describe the existing land use, 

projected land use, and discusses potential development types supporting alternative 

transportation modes.   

 

The opportunity to use transit is closely associated with the land use, population and 

employment characteristics of the area served. Those areas with a higher land use density, 

greater diversity of uses, and higher density of employees or residents have greater 

opportunities to use transit than those areas with more dispersed land use characteristics.  

Transit use is further supported when the pedestrian and bicycle network creates a safe, 

connected, and interesting environment for multi-modal users as they travel between the transit 

stop and their origins or destinations.  When this corridor study was supported in the Capital 

Crossroads plan, explaining benefits of transit oriented development was thought to better 

connect employees to their employers and attract new businesses from outside the corridor.     

 

 Existing Land Use 

This section describes the existing land uses in the I-35 corridor including Ames, Ankeny and 

Des Moines.  

Residential Density 

Higher density supports potential transit use.  Higher density residential areas in Ames are 

located west of the ISU campus along Hyland Avenue and Campus Avenue, southwest of the 

campus between Y Avenue and State Avenue, and south of Lincoln Way.  These densities 

range from just under three units per square acre southwest of campus, to just under five units 

per square acre west of the campus.  

In Ankeny, the main areas of multi-family housing currently exists north of the Mercy North 

hospital on 1st Street, south of Magazine Road and Delaware Avenue, as well as areas west of 

the interstate along Delaware Avenue. Residential densities for Census Tracts in these areas 

range from over three units per square acre north of the hospital to over one unit per square 

acre along Delaware Avenue. 

Higher density residential areas in Des Moines are located northwest of the central business 

district, just north and south of I-235. The densities are between five and seven units per square 

acre in the area northwest of Drake University between 30th and 41st Streets and in the area 

south of I-235 between 42nd and 28th Streets.   

Figure 25 shows the existing population densities within the corridor.  
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Figure 25 Population Density 2010 
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Employment Density 

Employment density is shown in Figure 26.  The greater concentrations are in Ames, Ankeny, 

and Des Moines.   

Higher density employment areas in Ames are located on the ISU campus as well as near the 

downtown area.  These densities range from over 11,000 employees per square mile on the 

campus to over 3,000 employees per square mile in the area including the downtown area 

south of 13th Street and west of Dayton Avenue.  

In Ankeny, higher density areas were identified along Ankeny Boulevard both north and south of 

1st Street, on 1st Street near Mercy North, and at the Oralabor Road and Delaware Avenue 

intersection, extending north along the Delaware Avenue.  This development is characterized as 

a regional focus of commercial activities, providing retail commercial services, entertainment, 

and business offices for residents within the City and adjacent communities.  The area including 

the Oralabor Road and Delaware intersection has the highest density of employment totaling 

nearly 2,000 employees per square mile.   

In Des Moines, the higher density employment areas were found to be located in the downtown 

area, north of I-235 between 6th Avenue and the Des Moines River, and east of the I-235/I-80/I-

35 interchange in West Des Moines.  Employment densities ranged from over 19,000 

employees per square mile downtown to over 10,000 employees per square mile north of 

downtown and nearly 8,500 employees per square mile in the West Des Moines area previously 

described.   
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Figure 26 Employment Density 2010 
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 Projected Land Use 

This section describes the projected land uses in the I-35 corridor including Ames, Ankeny and 

Des Moines. Locations of new residential or employment growth are opportunities to develop 

the land use and transportation infrastructure in ways more supportive of transit and multimodal 

connectivity.   

According to the Ames’ comprehensive plan, Land Use Policy Plan, forecast models projected 

the population in Ames to grow from 59,000 people to between 61,000 and 72,000 people by 

2030.  In order to absorb this expected population growth, an additional 200 to 1,300 acres will 

be needed for residential development and another 350 to 2,100 acres for the remaining 

commercial, industrial and public space.  Most of the population growth is expected to occur 

beyond the northwestern and southwestern perimeter of the current city limits. Policy options for 

future development were defined by five development areas including the urban core, university 

impacted land, new lands, near term lands, and urban fringe.  Figure 27 shows the projected 

population change from 2007 to 2035 for the Ames Metropolitan Planning Area. 

Figure 27 Ames MPA Projected Population Change 2007 - 2035 

 

Source: Ames Area MPO 2035 Long Range Transportation Plan, page 4-7. 
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In the Ankeny Comprehensive Plan, from 2010, the city's residential projections were made for 

the target year of 2035.  At a three percent annual growth, the total population is forecasted to 

more than double its current size, to nearly 93,000 people.  This amounts to a need for 

approximately 6,000 additional acres; 65 percent from single-family detached, 20 percent from 

townhomes or duplexes, and 15 percent from multi-family.  These ratios support part of the 

plan's neighborhood model of development by offering a variety of housing types and 

accommodating a range of incomes in each neighborhood. 

In the DMAMPO Metropolitan Transportation Plan, residential projections for the city of Des 

Moines forecasted an increase of another 200,000 residents by the year 2035, making the total 

population near 400,000 people.  

This growth in population is 

expected more towards the 

northern and western subareas, 

with lesser growth in the eastern 

and southern areas.  The CBD is 

also projected to absorb some 

growth in population.  According to 

the 2008 Downtown Des Moines 

Planning Project, downtown has 

doubled its resident population 

recently to 6,500 people.  After 

inventorying potential 

neighborhoods for residential 

growth, as shown in Figure 28, the 

plan estimated a potential capacity 

of 8,000 to 12,000 additional 

housing units to be absorbed in 

multiple neighborhoods in the 

downtown area.  Figure 29 shows 

the projected population growth 

areas for the Des Moines 

Metropolitan Planning Area (MPA) from 2005 to 2035.  As indicated in Figure 30, areas of future 

growth in population density along the I-35 corridor are in downtown, and in portions of Ankeny.   

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Downtown Des Moines Planning Project, page 87. 

Figure 28 Future Mixed Use Development Opportunities 
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Source: Des Moines Area MPO 2035 Metropolitan Transportation Plan, page 3-33. 

Figure 29 Projected Growth Areas to 2035 
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Projected Employment Density 

Ames’ Land Use Policy Plan experienced a 12.5 percent increase in the labor force from 28,700 

in 2000 to 32,300 in 2010.  As was done for population, projections were made for expected 

employment levels in the year 2030, which will be as much as 38,000.  With this growth in 

employment, comes an emphasis on creating a more regional employment and market base.  

The areas noted for employment development along the route alignment include downtown, 

South Lincoln Sub-Area, medical center, university-impacted lands, and new lands.  Figure 31 

shows the projected employment change from 2007 to 2035 for the Ames MPA.  Most of this 

employment change is in the eastern edge of the city, specifically along 13th Street and along 

16th Street. 

 

 

 

Source: Des Moines Area MPO 2035 Metropolitan Transportation Plan, page 3-27. 

Figure 30 Des Moines MPA Projected Population Density 2035 
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Ankeny's Comprehensive Plan projects commercial, industrial, and business needs based on 

the growth of the city's total population and the area needed to house the additional population.  

With this methodology, the amount of commercial need in 2035 will require around 800 acres in 

addition to the 555 vacant acres currently zoned commercial.  An additional 3,600 to 4,200 

acres will be needed for industrial and business parks.   

DMAMPO's Metropolitan Transportation Plan projected employment will increase by 110,000 

jobs from 2005 to 2035. This growth in employment is expected to take place mainly in the Des 

Moines CBD and the western subareas, along the I-35 corridor near Ankeny, along the I-80 and 

US 65 in Altoona, and in areas between the CBD and south to Iowa Highway 5. The central 

core has opportunities for both infill and redevelopment while the northern section has more 

potential for new construction on the available vacant land, surface parking lots, or under-

utilized sites.  Figure 32 shows the projected employment growth areas for the Des Moines 

MPA from 2005 to 2035.  

Source: Ames Area MPO 2035 Long Range Transportation Plan, page 4-8. 

Figure 31 Ames MPA Employment change 2007 - 2035 
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Future Connectivity  

The design of a street network is an important component in determining the accessibility of 

transit within a community. Transit vehicles operate on the street network, and system 

administrators balance the relatively high speed afforded by traveling on major arterial streets, 

with high accessibility to transit on local streets. Most transit riders begin and end their trips as 

pedestrians, while the availability of a bike-friendly street network can greatly increase the pool 

of potential transit passengers.  

The current design of the street systems in Ames, Ankeny, and downtown Des Moines, Iowa 

are representative of systems designed across a variety of time periods. The traditional grid 

street system is evident in the older parts of each city. As noted in Frank and Engleke5, the 

traditional grid system “contains the most amount of street frontage, the greatest number of the 

greatest number of intersections, the greatest number of blocks, the greatest number of access 

                                                
5 Frank, L., Engleke, P. (undated).  How Land Use and Transportation Systems Impact Public Health: A 
Literature Review of the Relationship Between Physical Activity and Built Form.  City and Regional 
Planning Program College of Architecture.  Georgia Institute of Technology. 

Source: Des Moines Area MPO 2035 Metropolitan Transportation Plan, page 3-34. 

Figure 32 Des Moines MPA Employment Growth Areas 2035 
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points, and the total absence of loops and cul-de-sacs” as compared to other street patterns.  

These characteristics (e.g., short block lengths, high number of access points) have typically 

encouraged walkability and transit usage as it allows potential passengers to access transit 

routes through a wide variety of travel paths, based on the travelers personal preference for 

“variety, safety, and convenience” (pg. 48). Other street patterns can be seen throughout the 

three communities, including a fragmented parallel network (circa 1950’s) which lays streets 

generally in a grid, but limits cross-traffic opportunities, a warped parallel network (circa 1960’s) 

which introduces a patterned, curvilinear aspect to street network, and then the introduction of 

cul-de-sacs within a loop network (circa 1970’s), and cul-de-sacs within a very wide or loose 

grid (circa 1980’s and beyond). As the design of the street network has progressed over the 20th 

century, generally the number of blocks and the number of intersections have decreased, and 

thus, has created further impediments for walkability and the access to transit. 

Figure 33 Comparative Analysis of Neighborhood Street Patterns in California Suburbs 

 

Compared with the current design principles in Ames, Ankeny, and downtown Des Moines, 

each city is looking to focus on improving connectivity, making attractive living environments, 

and enhancing mobility for both the near and long-term future. 

 

Source: How Land Use and Transportation Systems Impact Public Health: A Literature Review of the 

Relationship Between Physical Activity and Built Form.  Pg. 53.  Figure 4-2 
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Ames  

In the Ames Land Use Policy Plan, ten goals were established to guide the community’s vision 

for future development.  Those relevant to supporting connectivity principles include: 

• Creating a greater sense of place and connectivity, physically and psychologically, in 

building a neighborhood and overall community identity and spirit.   

The city looks to integrate more compact living and activity areas with readily available and 

accessible amenities.  They are also pursuing a closer proximity of residential areas and 

supporting commercial uses and common design elements in hopes of creating more of a 

community identity.  

• Establishing a cost-effective and efficient growth pattern 

Ames aspires to continue development in emerging and infill areas where there is existing 

public infrastructure.  In both these goals and objectives, the expected outcomes will support the 

development of alternative transportation options and make livable communities more attractive 

for pedestrians. 

Ankeny 

Ankeny’s 2010 Comprehensive Plan looked to instill four primary principles for transportation in 

their community including: 

• Maintaining a small hometown feel, 

• Sustaining a safe community, 

• Supporting active lifestyles and 

• Providing easy movement and access 

All these principles can be associated with the design elements of Context Sensitive Design.  

The design elements are intended to balance the needs of all modes of travel by using the 

entire right-of-way.  Examples of elements comprise of specifications of lane widths, medians, 

on-street parking, pedestrian buffers, sidewalks and trails, landscaping and lighting, and utility 

corridors.  By adopting guidelines for each of these noted elements, benefits can be seen in 

relation to traffic calming, access improvement, pedestrian interaction, highlighting of conflict 

points, coordination of streets and surround land uses, and the preservation of safety and 

capacity for all users.   

Des Moines 

As part of Des Moines’ Downtown Plan, planning and design guidelines were identified to 

reinforce the downtown districts’ movement and development proposals discussed in the land 

use and multimodal sections above.  These themes included the integration of parking, 

creation of higher density, defining appropriate scales, providing transportation choices, and 

mixing of uses – among others.  Opportunities were suggested for developing the themes into 

reality by incorporating strategies to support each theme. 

Integrating Parking: The 15 to 20 percent share of the downtown area occupied for parking 

creates a disincentive for pedestrian travel.  Ways to guide the future quantity and quality of 
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parking downtown included utilizing on-street parking, reducing the need for parking through 

alternative transportation options, and investing in underground structures. 

Increasing Density: Des Moines’ downtown is limited by physical boundaries from all directions, 

so creating higher densities is important to take advantage of what land is still available.  By 

supporting a more dense development pattern, residents can more easily access the publically 

provided amenities and the city can also achieve a greater utility out of those resources. 

Defining Scales: Walkability is often encouraged by smaller block sizes, so limiting the size of 

blocks in certain districts is recommended.  Vertical scale must also be considered so that 

higher density areas can take advantage for the available land where space is limited, but also 

for lower density areas to be used for preserving visual landscapes such as the Capitol. 

Providing Transportation Choices: While downtown movement is concentrated more towards 

automobile use than other modes, the future downtown looks to accommodate multiple 

transportation choices.  This long-term objective for the city will require various stakeholders to 

buy-in to this change in priority.  When additional transportation choices are offered, benefits 

can be seen from reduced parking needs, increase in connections to points of interest, as well 

as limiting the financial burden on residents.  Examples of current and future efforts to create 

more transportation choices include the connections made from the trail along Martin Luther 

King Jr. Parkway, efforts to include bikes in future infrastructure upgrades, and potential transit 

routes servicing the downtown area. 

Mixing Uses: For many of the areas in downtown Des Moines, mixed use development is being 

used for a single building or across an entire block.  By mixing uses like office, residential 

and/or retail, areas that were once only active for certain parts of a day or week can draw 

people most hours of the day for seven-days-a-week.  This constant movement creates a place 

where people feel safe and want to spend time.  The plan also points out the importance of 

attracting residential uses for making an area a viable mixed use development.  Having 

residents in the area not only helps to bring constant activity to the area, but also creates a 

stable market to help support future retail, commercial uses, and open space. 

 

 Transit Supportive Development Practices 

Transit Oriented Development (TOD) is a broad term that generally involves a land use 

development with a higher population or employment density, greater mix of land uses than 

surrounding areas, and with an orientation of being conducive to the uses of the that land use, 

as well as having easy access to transit.  TOD also has localized definitions; what would be 

seen as TOD in the Midwest may be viewed quite differently in other parts of the country.  Even 

so, the goals of TOD are similar everywhere.  As TCRP 102 notes, “Some hope that TOD can 

breathe new life and vitality into areas of need by channeling public investments into struggling 

inner-city settings.  And by creating more walkable, mixed-use neighborhoods with good transit 

connectivity, TOD is thought to appeal to the lifestyle preferences of growing numbers of 

Americans, such as childless couples, those Americans belonging to “Generation X”, and 
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empty nesters” (pg. 3).  Increased density of either jobs and / or population is a key component 

of TOD, and is a means to increase ridership on transit.  Kolko6 (pg. 22) determined that the 

“magnitude of the relationship between employment density and transit ridership is twice as 

large as that between residential density and transit ridership.”  This reflects the situation that 

“unlike the home end of the trip, where there are many options for accessing transit, generally, 

walking is the only available option at the work end” (pg. 21).   

While there are many TOD tools and strategies, based upon the review of TOD developments in 

TCRP 102, four general TOD principles could be applied to existing and new developments to 

improve the potential for transit use. 

1) Population or housing density effects on transit ridership are important.   TCRP 102 

found transit use 10 units per gross acre was needed but transit use would nearly double 

if household density increased to 20 units per gross acre.  Spillar and Rutherford7 

determined that transit user per person grows with increasing density up to a ceiling of 

somewhere between 20 and 30 people per acre, and 0.1 to 0.2 daily per capita transit 

trips.  As they put it, “total ridership will increase as density increases because greater 

numbers of people have access to transit. 

 

2) A mix of uses within a TOD serves as both a destination, and as a way to service the 

needs of employees and residents of the TOD, minimizing their need for automobile use.  

In terms of mixing use, TCRP 102 suggests that horizontal mixing of uses is more 

successful development wise, than vertical mixing.  This is suggested to be the result of 

more easily obtained financing and marketing associated with horizontal mixed use, 

compared to vertical mixed use, as both lenders and potential tenants can more easily 

quantify the value and appeal of a single vertical use.   

 

3) Walking access, ease of circulation, and quality of pedestrian environment are key in 

creating successful TOD’s.  “The majority of residents living within ¼ mile of a transit 

station arrive by foot or bicycle; however, this share plummets markedly if there are 

significant physical, symbolic, and psychological barriers to bicycle and pedestrian traffic 

like wide, busy roads and incomplete sidewalk networks.” 

 
4) Achieving a higher density in the areas with transit will require new development or 

redevelopments with features often found in TOD development.  These include mixed-
uses, high quality pedestrian crossings, narrow streets, and fewer height restrictions for 
buildings as they become closer to a transit route.   

 

 

                                                
6 Kolko, Jed.  2011 “Make the Most of Transit – Density, Employment Growth, and Ridership around New Stations.”   
7 Spillar, Robert J., and G. Scott Rutherford. 1998.  “The Effects of Population Density and Income on Per Capita 

Transit Ridership in Western American Cities.”  Institute of Transportation Engineers’ Compendium of Technical 

Papers: 60th Annual Meeting, August 5-8, 327-331 
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TOD at the Development Level 

One approach to examining transit orientation was to look at a development plan and compare 

how well the four TOD guidelines were applied to the plan.  This plan is displayed in Figure 34, 

Figure 35, and Figure 36. These type of considerations could be made to review plans for transit 

services. 

 
1) Population or housing density.  The development contains a mix of higher and lower 

densities for residential, office, and retail uses. 

2) A mix of uses.  There is a mix of uses within the overall development, but each use 

tends to be segregated leading to longer distances between the uses, limiting walking 

opportunities in some cases. 

3) Walking access, ease of circulation, and quality of pedestrian environment. If transit 

were to be provided, it would likely operate on the arterial route that bisects the 

development.  Transit stops could be identified, and then the development buildings 

could be positioned to increase the number that could be reached within ¼ mile of a 

stop. 

4) Urban design consideration.  The availability of urban design features such as high 

quality pedestrian crossings, narrow streets, and fewer height restrictions could be 

reviewed as the development moves forward at a higher scale. Generally the graphic 

shows a high number of sidewalks throughout the site, and a mixture of buildings both 

directly next to streets, and set back behind parking lots.  The site plan indicates some 

office buildings that directly face arterials, but still have a visible setback.  Detail 

regarding setbacks, parking lot location, and review of pedestrian linkages could be 

completed. 
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Figure 34 Example Development Plan 
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Figure 35 shows the street grid through a portion of single family residential.  This street system 

can be described as a warped parallel with cul de sacs.  This type of street system provides a 

moderate level of walkability, but still incorporates cul de sacs and fragmented through streets.  

These features still require a pedestrian, from certain parts of the single family area, to walk 

longer distances in order to access adjacent land uses, than if the street system was laid out on 

a more regular grid pattern.  These features would also impact the length of the walk to access 

adjacent arterial streets where residents may access transit.   

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 35 Warped Parallel with Cul de Sacs Street Grid 
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Figure 36 displays an example of retail and office land use.  Generally the graphic shows a high 

number of sidewalks throughout the site, and a mixture of buildings both directly next to streets, 

and set back behind parking lots.  The site plan indicates some office buildings that directly face 

arterials, but still have a visible setback.  Other buildings are set far back from the arterials.  

While there are sidewalks indicated parallel to the major roads, some pedestrian linkages 

appear to be missing that would connect interior buildings to the perimeter sidewalk network.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 36 Retail & Office Use Areas 
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Chapter 5. Funding Analysis 

 Introduction 

This chapter looks at how commuter transit in the corridor could be funded.  This includes a 
review of funding sources from federal, state, and local levels.   
 

 Funding Sources 

This project will be funded through a variety of sources – federal, state, local sources, as well as 

user fees.  Significant constraints existing for each funding source:  Federal transit funding is 

likely to experience flat or declining levels, including possible restriction of popular TIGER grant 

funds that would prevent their use for transit or multi-modal projects.  State funding is very 

competitive and oversubscribed.  In 2013, $4 million in grant applications was received for $1.8 

million in available funding.  Obtaining local funding may be an even more significant challenge.  

Existing local match for transit funding is already fully allocated, meaning that existing services 

will have to be realigned to support new services, or additional local funding will have to be 

generated.    

 
This section inventories and analyzes information regarding funding sources at the local, state, 

and federal levels.  Fare revenues are also considered when it comes to funding the operation 

of the commuter route.  Table 25 summarizes the opportunities for funding and how they could 

apply to the proposed route concepts.  After the overview of potential funding sources, Olsson 

examines and specifies an approach to establish a sustainable funding source for transit 

operations. 
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Table 25 Summary of Revenue Sources 

Funding Source 
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Comments 

FEDERAL 

TIGER - X X -  

TIGGER - X X -  

CMAQ or (ICAPP) X X X - 80/20 local match 

FTA Section 5307 X X - X 

Federal match: 
- 80% net project cost 
- 90% vehicle equipment 
- 50% operating cost 

FTA Section 5339 - X - X 
Federal match is 80%, but is flexible for 
certain Americans with Disabilities 
(ADA), Clean Air, or bicycle projects.  

Surface Transportation 
Program 

- X - X 
 

STATE 

State Transit Assistance X X - X  

Public Transit Infrastructure 
Grants 

- X X -  

Capital Match Revolving Loan 
Fund 

- X X -  

FTA Section 5311 (f) X X - X  

LOCAL 

TDD - X - -  

TIF - X - -  

CID - X - -  
Sales Tax X X - -  
Property Tax X X - -  
Income Tax X X - -  
General Fund X X - -  
Fuel Tax X X - -  
Business Tax X - - -  
Special Assessments - X - -  
Impact Fees - X - -  
Farebox X - - - Consider elasticity of fare rates 
Notes:  
Transportation Investment Generating Economic Recovery program (TIGER),  
Transit Investment for Greenhouse Gas & Energy Reduction program (TIGGER),  
Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality Improvement program (CMAQ), Iowa Clean Air Attainment Program (ICAAP) 
Federal Transit Administration (FTA), Transportation Development District (TDD), Tax Increment Financing (TIF), 
Community Improvement District (CID). 
(*) A $1.25 net fare is required for both strategies to operate under a farebox recovery ratio of 35%. 
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Federal 

Federal Transit Administration Section 5307 Urban Area Formula Grants 

This program provides funding to urban area transit systems such as DART and Cy-Ride for 

transit capital, job access and reverse commute projects, transportation-related planning, and 

operating expenses in some cases. Funds from this source could be used for such capital 

expenditures as vehicle acquisition, station development, traffic signal priority, other technology 

infrastructure, and park and ride facilities. Federal shares cover 80 percent for capital 

assistance and 50 percent for operating assistance8. The former FTA Section 5316 Job Access 

and Reverse Commute (JARC) projects are now eligible under the MAP-21 Section 5307 

funding program. JARC was designed to help address unique transportation issues of low-

income workers who are attracted to an increasing number of jobs located in suburban areas 

away from the inner city, urban, or rural areas where they may reside. 

The allocation of Section 5307 funds depends on an urban area's size. Funding for urban areas 

of 50,000 to 199,999 in population, like Ames, is based on population, population density, and 

the number of low-income individuals; whereas, areas over 200,000 in population, like Des 

Moines, receive funds based on the level of public transportation service provision in addition to 

population levels.  

Federal Transit Administration Section 5339 Bus and Bus Facilities Program 

Replacing the aging bus fleet may be the biggest issue facing Iowa transit systems. It is 

estimated that statewide, Iowa needs $120 million to replace transit vehicles.  With this backlog 

of need, expansion of any fleet with new vehicles is nearly impossible. The 5339 Bus and Bus 

Facilities program is the primary source for federal funding for capital assistance for new and 

replacement buses, related equipment, and facilities. Eligible capital projects include the 

purchasing of buses for fleet and service expansion, bus maintenance and administrative 

facilities, transfer facilities, bus malls, transportation centers, intermodal terminals, park and ride 

stations, acquisition of replacement vehicles, bus rebuilds, bus preventive maintenance, 

passenger amenities such as passenger shelters and bus stop signs, accessory and 

miscellaneous equipment such as mobile radio units, supervisory vehicles, fare boxes, 

computers, and shop and garage equipment. FY 2014 has authorized funding for $428 million. 

Annually, $65.5 million is to be allocated, where a minimum of $1.25 million is available for each 

state. Remaining funds are distributed by a formula based on population, vehicle revenue miles, 

and passenger miles9.  Transit systems serving populations over 200,000, like Des Moines, 

receive direct allocations from the Federal Transit Administration and are not included in the 

statewide distribution through the Public Transit Management System (PTMS).10  

                                                
8 Federal Transit Administration. MAP-21: Urbanized Area Formula Grants. <http://www.fta.dot.gov/documents/MAP-
21_Fact_Sheet_-_Urbanized_Area_Formula_Grants.pdf> 
9Federal Transit Administration. MAP-21 Transit Programs Summary. 
http://www.fta.dot.gov/documents/MAP21_essay_style_summary_v5_MASTER.pdf 
10 Iowa Department of Transportation, Transit Manager’s Handbook, Chapter 3 Funding Programs: 
http://www.iowadot.gov/transit/handbook/Chapter_3.pdf. 
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Surface Transportation Program (STP) 

The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) allocates STP funds to be used toward various 

types of multimodal and roadway projects on federal-aid highways on an 80 percent federal and 

20 percent local match. These funds can be used for transit capital costs, Intelligent 

Transportation Systems (ITS) capital improvements, bicycle/pedestrian infrastructure, car and 

vanpool projects, fringe and corridor parking facilities, and intercity/intracity bus terminals and 

facilities. After deductions for Transportation Alternatives (TA) and State Planning and Research 

(SPR), the FHWA sub-allocates 50 percent of the state’s remaining funds to areas based on 

their share of the state’s population. The remaining 50 percent is allocated to any area of the 

state. Transit typically competes with other road and bridge projects for these funds. 

The Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality (CMAQ) Improvement Program / Iowa’s Clean Air 

Attainment Program (ICAAP) 

The primary purpose of the CMAQ program is to fund projects and programs which reduce 

transportation-related emissions in air quality nonattainment and maintenance areas for ozone, 

carbon monoxide (CO), and small particulate matter (PM-10).  

CMAQ funds may be used to establish new or expanded transportation projects or programs 

that reduce emissions, including capital investments in transportation infrastructure, congestion 

relief efforts, diesel engine retrofits, or other capital projects. These funds can be used for 

capital expenditures related to the creation of a commuter transit route, and they would be 

applicable as match to any federal capital funding awarded to the project. CMAQ funds may 

also be used for operating assistance, including all costs of providing new transportation 

services. Previously, CMAQ funding was limited to three years. Interim guidance for the new 

federal transportation program, MAP-21, allows the same amount of funding to be spread out 

over five years. Applications for this program would be sent from the transit provider to the 

appropriate MPO.  

Since Iowa is without any areas in non-attainment of transportation-related federal clean air 

standards, only a minimum allocation is given to the state to be used for any STP-eligible 

project.  While 3 million dollars is set aside for vehicle replacement, a separate portion is 

dedicated towards a competitive grant program, Iowa’s Clean Air Attainment Program (ICAAP), 

for eligible public transit clean air attainment projects.  Selection of projects is based on the 

anticipated air quality or congestion relief benefits from a given project.    

Summary of Federal Funding 

Of the federal funds, the two most likely sources of funding would originate out of the ICAAP 

program, which would assist with operating costs for a set time period, or the Section 5339 

program, which could fund some of the capital expenditures associated with the service, 

including vehicles. 
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State 

Programs profiled in the Iowa DOT Transit Manager Handbook included public transit funding 

sources such as the State Transit Assistance (STA) program, Public Transit Infrastructure Grant 

program, Capital Match Revolving Loan fund (AMOCO Loan), and Section 5311 (f) Intercity Bus 

Assistance.  The primary opportunity for state funding in the I-35 corridor is through the 5311(f) 

Intercity Bus Assistance program.   

Federal Transit Administration Section 5311 (f) Intercity Bus Assistance 

The Iowa DOT is the direct recipient of 5311 formula grants supporting transit activities in rural 

areas and communities under 50,000 in population. In 2013, $4 million in grant applications was 

received for $1.8 million in funding. While a majority of the Section 5311 funds are dedicated 

towards small urban and regional transit systems, a minimum of 15 percent of the formula funds 

are allocated to support intercity bus transportation through the Intercity Bus Assistance 

program.  This program supports intercity bus transportation provided by private-for-profit 

companies, private non-profit corporations, or public entities.  Eligible projects for assistance 

may involve operating assistance, capital assistance, planning, or administrative costs.  

Operating projects qualify for one year of funding while capital projects are for two years.  In 

addition to serving rural areas, cities below 20,000 people, eligibility requirements include a 

connection to a nationwide transportation network, i.e. an intercity bus terminal.  Grant 

applications are accepted no later than October 1st to the Iowa DOT Office of Systems Planning.  

Intercity bus assistance funding is available at $0.50 per mile for the first three years. 

State Transit Assistance program 

The STA program offers funding for all public transit systems within the state of Iowa.  Funds 

are collected from four percent of the fees for new vehicle registration fees and can be used 

towards operating, capital or planning expenses for open-to-the-public passenger 

transportation.  The majority of funding is awarded based on a formula consisting of 

performance statistics from the most recent year.  Another facet of the program includes STA 

Special Projects.  An annual amount of $300,000 is used for projects working in conjunction with 

human service agencies, or statewide projects to improve public transit in the state.  Statewide 

projects can include things like technical training for transit systems or planning agency 

personnel, statewide marketing campaigns, etc.  These grants can be applied for at any time.   

Public Transit Infrastructure Grant 

The Public Transit Infrastructure Grant offers assistance for capital improvements including 

storage facilities, maintenance, and administrative funding.  This statewide grant program is 

awarded annually through the Iowa Public Transit Infrastructure Grant program on a competitive 

basis.  No more than 80 percent of the total cost of a facility project can be covered by the grant 

and transit systems are restricted from receiving more than 40 percent of the available funding 

in a year.  Grant applications are accepted no later than October 1st to the Iowa DOT Office of 

Systems Planning.   
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Capital Match Revolving Loan Fund 

The Capital Match Revolving Loan Fund (AMOCO Loan) intends to increase the energy 

conservation benefits of public transit by expediting the implementation of transit capital 

projects.  The program offers “no interest” loans to use towards the full amount of a required 

local match for a capital equipment project or 50 percent of a local match for a non-state or 

federal match.  Loans are to be paid back in full within five years of receiving the funds.  If loan 

funds remain, individuals may use funds towards purchasing vans for vanpooling.   

 

Local 

Numerous sources of local funding can be used for transit operations and/or capital 

investments. These include sales taxes, property taxes, general fund transfers, or special taxing 

districts. Coordinating funding from the different local entities throughout the project corridor 

would be a challenge. A funding allocation formula deemed fair and equitable would have to be 

determined and agreed upon by city and county governments as well as the involved transit 

agencies that would interact with the service in the corridor. Each entity would then have to 

determine the locally preferred option for generating the agreed-upon amount.   

Sales taxes, property taxes, or transfers from general funds 

Local funding strategies could include funds from dedicated sales taxes, property taxes, general 

fund or trust and agency.  According to the Transit Manager’s Handbook, municipalities in Iowa 

may levy up to 95 cents per $1,000 of assessed taxable property.  Counties exceeding 175,000 

in population may also create a district to levy the same amount of tax on property to form a 

regional transit district.  The regional transit levy differs in that different levy rates can be 

assessed across the territory.  Figure 37 shows the Des Moines Regional Transit Authority’s 

funds collected from participating communities and their varied tax rates. 
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Taxing Districts 

A Transportation Development District (TDD) is a special taxing district whereby a petitioner of 

100 percent of the landowners in an area request either the levy of special assessments or the 

imposition of a sales tax of up to one percent on goods and services sold within a given area. 

A Community Improvement District (CID) enables financing of certain projects through special 

assessments or a sales tax. Eligible projects include the acquisition, construction, refurbishing 

and equipping of transportation facilities, streetscaping, and landscaping. Projects can be 

funded with general or special obligation bonds or on a pay-as-you-go basis. Traditionally, 

special taxing districts such as TDDs, TIFs, or CIDs have not been used to fund highway-

oriented commuter transit services. 

Additional information regarding available funding assistance for transit in Iowa includes the 

Guide to Transportation Funding Programs and Chapter 3 of the Transit Manager’s Handbook, 

both produced by the Iowa DOT.  Table 26 summarizes the possible local funding sources. 

Included in the table are the local revenue sources, whether those sources can be used toward 

capital or operating costs, and both the advantages and disadvantages of each source of 

revenue.   

 

Figure 37 Regional Transit Authority Levy Rates FY 2011/2012 Budgets for DART 

Source: DART 
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Table 26 Local Revenue Sources11 

Revenue Source Use Advantages Disadvantages 

Sales Tax 

• Operating 
• Capital 

• Generates significant revenue at 
low rates 

• Easy to administer 
• Successfully implemented by 

many transit agencies 

• Requires state action and/or 
voter approval 

• Hurts retailers 
• Can be regressive 
• Subject to economic cycles 

Wage/Income Tax 

• Operating 
• Capital 

• Generates significant revenue at 
low rates 

• Long-run growth potential 
• Wage tax can capture commuter 

beneficiaries 

• Unpopular with voters and the 
business community 

• Subject to economic cycles 
• Difficult to administer 

Property Tax 

• Operating 
• Capital 

• Broad coverage of business and 
individuals 

• Easy to administer 
• Generates significant revenue at 

low rates 
• More reliable than sales tax 

• Requires voter approval 
• Generally unpopular with 

taxpayers 
• Heavy competition from school 

districts and other beneficiaries 
of tax 

Motor Fuel Tax 

• Operating 
• Capital 

• Possible deterrent to driving 
• Less visible to taxpayers 
• Significant revenues from small 

increment 
• Easy to administer 

• Requires state action  
• Revenues subject to decline 

as fuel economies improve 

Vehicle Registration 
Fee/Tax 

• Operating 
• Capital 

• Possible deterrent to driving 
• Easy to administer 

• Requires state action 
• No direct link to transit 
• Regressive, depending on 

structure 

Fare Box Revenue 
• Operating • Direct users pay 

• Ease of revenue collection 
• Limited revenues 
• Regressive 

Business Tax(es) 

• Operating • Employers pay for labor force 
mobility 

• Unpopular with business 
• Disincentive for business 

location decisions 

Special Assessments 

• Capital • Revenue tied to development 
• Direct beneficiaries of 

improvement pay 
• Small base of opposition 

• May counter location 
incentives 

• Limited revenues 
• Complex administration 

Impact Fees 

• Capital • Revenues tied to development 
• Direct users pay 
• Small base of opposition 

• Possible legal challenges 
• Limited revenues 

Tax Increment 
Financing 

• Capital • Revenue tied to economic 
development 

• Can tie to transit development 
specifically 

• No direct new effect on taxpayers 

• Limited and less-certain 
revenues 

• Complex administration 
• Competition from school and 

other local governments 

 

 

 

                                                
11 TCRP Report 89, Financing Capital Investment: A Primer for the Transit Practitioner. Washington D.C.: TRB. 2003. 
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Summary of Local Funding 

Local funding, typically required to operate a large portion of operating costs and to provide a 

match for federal grants, will be the most challenging funding type to raise.  DART and CyRide 

are utilizing their full amount of local funding to operate existing services.  Funding new service 

would require adjustments to be made in existing service, or additional local funding to be 

raised.  Of the areas of local funding discussed, the most likely source for funding would be 

through raising property levys among the cities served, transfer through general funds, or sales 

tax – which would require a vote.   
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Chapter 6. Summary 

 Summary of Service Types 

The study has identified three distinct service types that can address transit needs in the I-35 

corridor: ridesharing, deviated fixed route, and a commuter service.  The characteristics of the 

three service types are listed below: 

Express bus 

Primarily serves commuter worker and commuter student markets 

Higher capacity   

Less available for those making medical or social appointments 

Minimum service level and frequency require committed funding amount 

Current funding environment may constrain current implementation of this service type 

 

Deviated fixed route service 

Serves both urban and rural areas 

Routing meets demand 

Serves multiple trip purposes such as medical or social trips 

Amount of service can vary by demand or by funding available 

Flexible routing may result in longer trips 

Capacity is lower than with express bus 

 

Ridesharing  

Cost effective 

Serves commuting market 

Low capacity 

Requires concentrated origins or destinations 

Fixed or rigid arrangement 

 

 Impacts  

Transit services can have impacts to the community at large and to those directly using the 

service.  Economic benefits result from the existence of the service, from reduced automobile 

travel, and from the effects that transit has on land use development patterns.  Transit benefits 

tend to be overlooked by conventional transportation economic evaluation which focuses 

primarily on vehicle speeds and operating costs.  Benefits from transit can include mobility 

benefits, vehicle ownership and parking cost savings, and benefits derived from more efficient 

land use.   

A commuter express service would provide mobility for non-drivers and the opportunity for 

choice-riders to reduce the cost of private vehicle operation inherent in a long-distance 

commute.  Higher-capacity transit could provide other benefits, including stimulating transit-

oriented development in multimodal neighborhoods with lower vehicle ownership rates whose 
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residents tend to drive less and rely more on alternative modes than in neighborhoods more 

orientated towards automobiles.  Besides the benefit from travel shifted transit, the synergy 

between land use and transit can leverage additional travel reductions and benefits.   

Direct economic impacts can be relatively straightforward.  According to the methodology 

developed by www.publictransportation.org., an Ames to Des Moines commuter using transit 

would have an annual savings of $1,49812.  The annual savings would increase to $7,074 if the 

household reduced their number of cars by one.  These savings could result in a higher 

consumption of consumer goods or services, or higher saving rates.   

Indirect economic impacts are less straight, but can be particularly substantial for individuals 

affected. Currently, no transit links the economic and education centers of Ames and Des 

Moines, or Ames and Ankeny.  This prevents persons without a car from taking advantage of 

educational or employment opportunities throughout the corridor. The creation of a transit 

connection in the corridor may mean that a person, who was previously unable to obtain 

vocational training due to transportation issues, can now obtain that training and start a new 

career. A transit connection would also allow persons living in one city due to spousal or family 

commitments, and without access to vehicles, to access employment in other cities. The 

economic benefits afforded to individuals in situations like these, because of a new transit 

connection where none previously existed, are real, tangible, and spread future indirect 

economic benefits to their families and local economies. 

Improvements in the walking and bicycling infrastructure, commuter trip reduction programs, 

parking incentives, and improved information provided to transit users can all increase the 

impacts and benefits of transit.  The costs of providing parking can be impacted, even with 

transit service for a lower level of demand.  Another societal benefit is that walking and cycling 

complement public transit; transit travel tends to increase public fitness and health13.   

Rising fuel prices, increasing urbanization, increasing traffic congestion, and rising roadway 

expansion costs all tend to be resisted by both the aging generation and the most recent 

generation entering the labor force.  These changing consumer preferences and increasing 

health and environmental concerns are shifting travel toward alternative modes, and away from 

the automobile.   

Economic benefits of the commuter express options include:  

• Changes in energy consumption and air, noise, and water pollution. 

• User benefits related to lower transportation costs.  

• Reduced parking problems and non-residential parking facility costs. 

• Improved mobility that makes people who are also economically, socially, or physically 

disadvantaged, relatively better off.  

                                                
12 Assumption of a 72-mile round trip in a medium car that gets 22 miles per gallon, with a $7.50 round 
trip bus fare, no parking charges, and a cost of $3.00/gallon gasoline.   
13 Litman, Todd. (2010). Evaluating Public Transportation Health Benefits. Victoria Transport Policy 
Institute for The American Public Transportation Association. Downloaded at 
http://www.apta.com/resources/reportsandpublications/Documents/APTA_Health_Benefits_Litman.pdf 
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• Reductions in crash costs. 

• Economic benefits associated with new access to employment and education 

opportunities. 

 

 Conclusion 

A strategy to introduce transit connections within the corridor could be to move forward with 

services that appear to be more implementable, while also searching for local funding and new 

grants to transition to a higher level of service.   

Based on the analysis conducted as part of this study, it would appear that sufficient demand 

exists to warrant an investment in an alternative transportation mode between Ames and Des 

Moines, i.e., public transit.  This would take the form of an initial introduction of commuter 

express bus service operating along the I-35 corridor during the weekday peak period only 

aimed at serving work related commute trips primarily.  In addition, a mid-day “flex” service 

could serve to meet some of the demand for non-work related trips and provide some access to 

public transit for rural areas between Ames and Ankeny, thus making the service eligible for 

Federal Transit Administration Section 5311 (f) Intercity Bus Assistance program funding.   

In the event new transit connections from Ames to Des Moines are implemented, the Route 98 

Ankeny Express would continue to operate independently of the new express route.   

The costs presented in Table 27 are approximations, and there are opportunities to adjust 

capital costs to better suit funding levels.    

 

Table 27 Strategy Cost Summary 

EXPRESS:  
Ames-Ankeny-Des Moines 

Capital 
Cost 

Annual 
Operating 

Cost 

Daily 
Ridership 

Cost / 
Rider 

 5 Day/week Peak (30 minutes)  $4,100,000 $1,200,000 973 $4.84 
 

DEVIATED FIXED ROUTE:  
Ames-Ankeny 

Capital 
Cost  

Annual 
Operating 

Cost 

Daily 
Ridership 

Cost / 
Rider 

 5 Day/week Off-Peak (60 
minutes)  

$295,000 $204,000 90 $8.89 

 

 

In addition to express and flexible bus service, ridesharing should be included as part of an 

overall corridor transportation alternatives strategy.  Ridesharing, which can include both 

carpooling and vanpooling, would provide transportation options for movements not directly 

served by the I-35 corridor service, such as movements between West Des Moines and Ames. 
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Ridesharing provides the most flexibility and can be adapted effectively for lower volume 

commute patterns.  A ridesharing program can be structured in such a way that most, if not all 

of the costs are covered by the riders. 
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Appendix I 

 

The association between transit ridership and land use density in terms of population and 

employment is well accepted in the transit industry. Literature in the transit industry specifies the 

“appropriate” level of density for different transit modes such as regular bus service, Bus Rapid 

Transit (BRT), light rail, or streetcar. This literature often refers to transit in major urban centers 

with an extensive legacy of transit such as Chicago or New York. The densities cited often 

exceed densities found in small or medium-sized urban areas typical in the Midwest or west.  

To establish a correlation between density and transit ridership in Midwestern urban 

environments, a regression model was developed using ridership from a variety of Midwestern 

transit routes and the densities associated with their alignments.  The regression yielded a 

strong correlation between the recorded ridership and the total of population density and 

employment density in the respective transit corridors.  The result of the regression is illustrated 

in Figure 38. 

 

 

        

Figure 38 Regression Model 
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To estimate the ridership, the following equation from the regression was used: 

Y=271.41x + 2620.1 

 

Where: 

X = Riders/Hour 

Y = (Population Density + Employment Density) 

 

The study corridor density values were determined for TAZ’s surrounding each transit access 

point as illustrated in Table 28. 

 

   Table 28 Community Density Values 

Community Population Employment 
Area 

(sq. mi) 
Density 

Ames 19,890 16,330 14 2,587 

Huxley 3,317 1,155 3 1,491 

Ankeny 17,515 94,35 7 3,850 

Des Moines 18,730 64,210 6 13,823 

 

Table 29 illustrates the estimated riders per hour for each of the service concepts being 

evaluated as determined from the regression formula. The riders per hour estimate was then 

used to determine an estimated ridership based on service hours.  

 

   Table 29 Estimated Ridership 

Community 
Riders/    
Hour 

Service    
Hours 

Estimated 
Ridership 

Ames-Huxley-Ankeny 10.4 32.0 332 

Ankeny-Ames 11.1 38.5 427 

Ames-Ankeny-Des Moines 19.9 59.5 1,186 

 

The distribution of the estimated ridership totaled for peak, midday, and evening service periods 

was determined from the percentages representative of Midwestern transit usage. The values 

used were sixty-four percent during the peak period, twenty-seven percent during the midday 
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period, and nine percent during the evening period.  Table 30 illustrates the distribution of 

ridership during a weekday full span of service. 

 

Table 30 Distribution of Ridership in Weekdays 

  
Community 

Total 
Riders 

Peak 
64% 

Midday 
27% 

Night 
9% 

Ames-Ankeny-Des Moines 1,186 759 320 107 

Ames-Ankeny 427 273 115 38 

Ames-Ankeny Flex 332 212 90 30 

 

 


